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Abstract
The energy bounds condition for intertwining operators of unitary rational vertex
operator algebras (VOAs)was studied, first by A.Wassermann for typeA affine VOAs,
and later by T.Loke for c ă 1 Virasoro VOAs, and by V.Toledano-Laredo for type D
affine VOAs. In this paper, we extend their results to affine VOAs of type B, C , and
G2. As a consequence, the modular tensor categories of these unitary vertex operator
algebras are unitary.
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Introduction
In algebraic quantum field theory, energy bounds condition is a very natural func-
tional analytic property satisfied by many examples. This property guarantees not
only the preclosedness of smeared field operators, but also the strong commutativity of
causally disjoint ones when the energy bounds are small. In 2d conformal field theory
(CFT), the energy bounds condition has been extensively studied for chiral fields (vertex
operators), from which one can construct conformal nets, i.e., nets of von Neumann al-
gebras on the unit circle S1 satisfying important properties such as Haag duality. See for
instance [GW84, BS90, CKLW18].
It is quite natural to think about extending the analysis of energy bounds condition to
the intertwining operators of a unitary rational vertex operator algebra (VOA), since inter-
twining operators are the building blocks (the chiral halves) of full CFT field operators
[MS88, HK07], the energy bounds of which are clearly expected. Such analysis was ini-
tiated in the seminal work of A.Wassermann [Was98], followed by the works of T.Loke
[Loke94] and V.Toledano-Laredo [TL04]. In these works, certain energy bounds were es-
tablished for a generating set of intertwining operators of unitary affine typeA and typeD
VOAs, as well as c ă 1 unitary Virasoro VOAs. These results are crucial for constructing
finite index subfactors [Jon83, Lon89], unitary fusion categories, unitary modular tensor
categories [Xu00, KLM01, KL04], and hence unitary 3d topological quantum field theo-
ries [Tur94] under the settings of algebraic quantum field theories and operator algebras.
Moreover, these functional analytic properties also have important applications in VOAs,
as can be seen in our recent works [Gui19, Gui17] which used these properties to prove
the unitarity of the representation tensor categories of many unitary rational VOAs.
Our goal in this article is to prove the energy bounds condition for the intertwining
operators of unitary affine VOAs of type B, C, and the exceptional type G2. As a conse-
quence, we show the unitarity of the modular tensor categories for these VOAs (theorem
6.1). Further applications to conformal nets and operator algebras will be given in future
work [Gui18]. Roughly speaking, if Wi,Wj,Wk are unitary representations of a unitary
VOA V , Y is a type
`
Wk
Wi Wj
˘ “ ` k
i j
˘
intertwining operator V , and wpiq is a homogeneous
vector of Wi, we say that Y satisfies r-th order energy bounds (r ě 0) if the smeared
intertwining opeartor
Ypwpiq, fq “
¿
S1
Ypwpiq, zqfpzq dz
2iπ
2
is bounded by Lr0, and is also continuous with respect to the smooth function f under
some Sobolev norm on C8pS1q. 1-st order energy bounds are especially important, as
they imply the strong commutativity of two unbounded operators commuting adjointly
on a common invariant core. So, when possible, we also determine those intertwining
operators satisfying 1-st order energy bounds. Although the concrete analysis of each
type is different from another, the main idea, which is called compression principle in our
paper, is the same as those in [Was98] and also in [Loke94, TL04], which we now describe.
Compression principle
In general, energy bounds are easier to establish for vertex operators than for inter-
twining operators. For example, for free fermion vertex superalgebras, affine VOAs, and
Virasoro VOAs, one can use the Lie (super)algebra relations to deduce the 0-th or 1-st
order energy bounds for primary fields (cf. [BS90] section 2), and use normal ordering (or
more generally, the Jacobi identity in the form (1.10)) to prove the energy bounds condi-
tion for any vertex operators. The energy bounds condition is also preserved when pass-
ing to vertex subalgebras. So one can indeed establish energy-bounds for many examples
of vertex operators. Unfortunately, these methods seem to not work for intertwining op-
erators, as intertwining operators don’t in general form an algebra.1
However, since we already know that many vertex operators are energy-bounded, we
can try to embed our VOA V in a larger unitary vertex (super)algebra rV whose vertex
operators are energy bounded, choose irreducible (unitary) V -submodules Wi,Wj,Wk of
the action V ñ rV , and restrict the vertex operator rY of rV onto Wi,Wj,Wk. Then, up to
a multiplication by a monomial of the formal variable x, this restricted vertex operator,
which is clearly energy-bounded, is an intertwining operator V . If one can show that
any irreducible intertwining operator Y of V can be realized as such a compression of an
energy-bounded vertex operator, or more generally, as a compression of an intertwining
operator Y of a larger rV , the energy-bounds condition of which has already been estab-
lished, then we can prove the energy bounds condition for Y . The precise statement of
this compression principle, at least for affine VOAs, can be found in theorem 2.12.
Examples
So far, compression principle is the only essential way to obtain energy bounds con-
dition for intertwining operators. Let us now explain how this principle can be applied
to all known examples. First, for the intertwining operators of unitary c ă 1 Virasoro
VOAs, one can deduce the energy bounds condition from that of the intertwining op-
erators of affine sl2-VOAs, since the coset construction of Goddard-Kent-Olive [GKO86]
realizes any c ă 1 Virasoro VOA as a unitary vertex subalgebras of a tensor product of
two affine sl2 VOAs [Loke94].
1Perhaps the only exceptions are the intertwining operators of a Heisenberg VOA, which form a so
called generalized vertex algebra [DL93].
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Unitary Affine VOAs are the examples that we are especially interested in in this pa-
per. Let g be a unitary complex simple Lie algebra, and l “ 1, 2, . . . . Then it is well-known
that the level l affine g-VOA V lg can be embedded as a unitary vertex subalgebra of pV 1g qbl
(proposition 2.7). Moreover, when g is a classical Lie algebra or of typeG2, it can be shown
that any irreducible intertwining operator of V lg is a compression of one of pV 1g qbl. So for
such g, it suffices to prove the energy bounds condition for the intertwining operators of
the level 1 affine VOA V 1g .
2 And when the level is 1, all classical Lie types can be reduced
to type D due to the diagonal embeddings sln Ă so2n and sp2n Ă s04n, and the obvious
embedding so2n`1 Ă so2n`2, whose levels (i.e, Dynkin indexes, see section 2.1) are all 1.
For the type G2 simple Lie algebra g2, one should consider the embedding g2 Ă e83 whose
Dynkin index is also 1, and realize the intertwining operators of V 1g2 as the compressions
of the vertex operator (but not more generally intertwining operators) of V 1e8 , the energy
bounds condition of which is clearly known as mentioned previously.
It seems that the only possible way of solving the typeD level 1 case is through Heisen-
berg and lattice VOAs, as was carried out in [TL04] chapters V, VI. As every classical Lie
type can (or should) be reduced to this case, we feel it necessary to explain the key ideas of
the proof. This method indeed works for any simply laced Lie algebra. So let us assume
that g is of type A, D, or E. Then by Frenkel-Kac construction [FK80] (see also [Kac98]
section 5.6), the corresponding level 1 affine VOA is unitarily equivalent to the even lat-
tice VOAwhose lattice is the root lattice of g. So the problem is turned to show the energy
bounds condition for (the vertex operators and) the intertwining operators of even lattice
VOAs.
It is impossible to discuss lattice VOAs without a full understanding of their “Cartan
subalgebras”, the Heisenberg VOAs. Let h be a unitary (finite-dimensional) abelian Lie
algebra. One can define, for any l ą 0, a level l Heisenberg VOA V lh in a similar way as
affine VOAs are defined. The most striking differences between Heisenberg and affine
VOAs are: (1) V lh is irrelevant to the level l. So we can always choose l “ 1. (2) The level
adds no constraints on the irreducible representations of V 1h . So the equivalence classes
of the unitary irreducible representations of V 1h are in one to one correspondence with the
elements of the dual space pihRq˚ of the self-adjoint (real) subspace ihR of h. So the Heisen-
berg VOA V 1h is not a rational VOA. However, we can still study the “tensor category” of
V 1h in a broader sense, as the fusion rules are always finite, and the intertwining operators
of V 1h actually satisfy some very simple fusion and (abelian) braid relations (cf. [DL93],
see also chapter A). With the help of this tensor categorical structure, one can “rational-
ize” V 1h by extending it to a larger VOA using (irreducible) intertwining operators of V
1
h
whose charge spaces, source spaces, and target spaces all correspond to elements inside
a non-degenerate even lattice Λ in ihR » pihRq˚. This VOA VΛ is the lattice VOA for Λ.
The explicit form of an intertwining operator Y of VΛ can be determined, which shows
thatYmust be a (globally infinite but locally finite) “homogeneous” sum of intertwining
2In fact, we expect that this statement holds for all simple Lie algebras except typeE8. See our discussion
in chapter 6.
3The author would like to thank Marcel Bischoff for suggesting thinking about the embedding g2 Ă e8.
All the embeddings mentioned in this paragraph were also suggested in [Was90].
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operators of the Heisenberg VOA V 1h , so that the analytic behaviors of Y depends homo-
geneously on those of the intertwining operators of V 1h (theorem A.5). Therefore, to study
the energy bounds condition for the intertwining operators of lattice VOAs, it suffices to
do this for any irreducible intertwining operator Y of V 1h . We assume that Y is of type`
ν
λ µ
˘
, where λ, µ, ν P pihRq˚. Then, when pλ|λq “ 1, Y can be regarded as a compression of
the vertex operator of the lattice vertex superalgebra VZn for the integral lattice Z
n. Since,
by Boson-Fermion correspondence, VZn is equivalent to the vertex superalgebra for the n-
dimensional free fermion, one can show show that Y satisfies 0-th order energy bounds.
When pλ|λq takes general values, a tensor product argument due to [TL04] can be ap-
plied to prove the energy-bounds condition for Y . Thus the energy bounds conditions for
Heisenberg VOAs and lattice VOAs are established. See chapter A for more details.
Outline of this paper
Chapter 1 is aimed to fix the notations and provide the necessary backgrounds for
establishing and understanding the compression principle, and for analyzing the energy
bounds condition for intertwining operators. In particular, we state the basic theories
of unitary VOAs, affine Lie algebras, and finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras with a
unifying language emphasizing their unitary properties. So, for example, the invariant
inner products of complex simple Lie algebras are introduced at the very beginning of
our discussion of Lie algebras, and the real structures of root systems and weight spaces
become very natural from this point of view. On the other hand, the notion of invariant
bilinear forms is completely avoided in our paper, as the author believes that this concept
is, at some point, inconvenient for one to understand the unitary structures. In some
sense our philosophy is similar to that of [Was10].
Chapter 2 gives a detailed account of the compression principle. In section 2.1 we
discuss how a given unitary affine VOA V lg can be realized as a unitary vertex subalgebra
of a larger unitary VOA V . In section 2.2 we state the compression principle, and show
how this principle can be used to reduce higher level problems to level 1 ones.
After the presentation of general theories, in chapters 3, 4, 5 we apply the compression
principle to establish the energy bounds condition for the intertwining operators of type
B, C, andG2 affine Lie algebras. Conclusions and future perspectives are given in chapter
6.
As mentioned earlier, the results on all classical Lie type affine VOAs depend on those
of typeD, which in turn depend on those of the intertwining operators of Heisenberg and
lattice VOAs. Although the latter is implicitly contained in [TL04], we feel it necessary to
give a brief account of this theory in our paper, since, after all, the results in [TL04] are
explicitly stated only for the lattice VOAs VΛ’s where Λ is the root lattice of a simply laces
Lie algebra. Moreover, [TL04] uses the notion of “primary fields” rather than intertwining
operators, and the conditions that primary fields need to satisfy are, at first glance, quite
weaker than those on intertwining operators.4 The reason that we avoid primary fields
4They are indeed equivalent at least for affine VOAs, but the proofs are non-trivial. See [Gui17] section
5
in our paper is clear: it is hard to generalize them onto VOAs beyond affine and Virasoro
ones. Therefore, as a general theory of even lattice VOAs, the account in [TL04] chapters
V, VI is incomplete, and should be accompanied by the results in [DL93]. We will discuss
this in the appendix chapter A.
Acknowledgment
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1 Background
1.1 Unitary VOAs
Unitary VOAs and unitary representations
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts and computations in VOA,
such as those in [FHL93], [Kac98], or [LL04].
Let pV, Y,Ω, νq (or simply V ) be a VOA, where Ω is the vacuum vector, and ν is the
conformal vector. For any vector v P V and a formal variable x, we write Y pv, xq “ř
nPZ Y pv, nqx´n´1, where each Y pv, nq P EndpV q is a mode of the field operator Y pv, xq.
Let tLn “ Y pv, n ` 1qu be the Virasoro operators of V . The vector space V has grading
V “ÀnPZ V pnq, where L0|V pnq “ n ¨ idV pnq. We assume that V is of CFT type, i.e., V p0q “
CΩ and V pnq “ 0when n ă 0.
Let Θ be an antilinear automorphism of V . This means that Θ : V Ñ V is antilinear,
that Ω and ν are fixed by Θ, and that ΘY pv, xq “ Y pΘv, xqΘ for any v P V . We say that
pV, Y,Ω, ν,Θq (or simply V ) is a unitary VOA, if there exists an inner product x¨|¨y on V ,
antilinear on the second variable, such that for any v, v1, v2 P V ,
xY pv, xqv1|v2y “ xv1|Y pexL1p´x´2qL0Θv, x´1qv2y. (1.1)
The above relation can be simply written as
Y pv, xq: “ Y pexL1p´x´2qL0Θv, x´1q,
where Y pv, xq: means the formal adjoint of Y pv, xq. In particular, if we let v “ ν and note
that L1ν “ 0, we have
L:n “ L´n pn P Zq.
Note that Ω P V is a cyclic vector under the action of vertex operators, and that V p0q
is spanned by Ω. Therefore, the inner product x¨|¨y is uniquely determined by the positive
8.2 for an explanation of this issue, and the reference therein.
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value xΩ|Ωy. If we normalize x¨|¨y so that xΩ|Ωy “ 1, then x¨|¨y is unique, or more precisely,
x¨|¨y is uniquely determined by Θ and ν. We call Θ the PCT operator of V . It is not hard
to show that Θ is an anti-unitary map (cf. [CKLW18] proposition 5.1). One can also check
easily that any unitary CFT type VOA is simple.
The invariant inner product on V also determines the conformal vector ν and the PCT
operator Θ:
Proposition 1.1. Suppose that pV, Y,Ω, ν,Θq and pV, Y,Ω, rν, rΘq are unitary VOAs of CFT type
having the same normalized invariant inner product x¨|¨y. Then ν “ rν and Θ “ rΘ.
Proof. (cf. [CKLW18] proposition 4.8.) Let Y prν, xq “ řnPZ rLnx´n´2. If we can show L´2 “rL´2, then ν “ Y pν,´1qΩ “ L´2Ω “ rL´2Ω “ Y prν,´1qΩ “ rν. So Ln “ rLn for any n P Z.
Now for any v, v1, v2 P V ,
xY pΘ´1v, xqv1|v2y “ xv1|Y pexL1p´x´2qL0v, x´1qv2y
“xv1|Y pexrL1p´x´2qrL0v, x´1qv2y “ xY prΘ´1v, xqv1|v2y,
showing that Θ “ rΘ.
We now show L´2 “ rL´2. By translation property, for any v P V we have
Y pL´1v, xq “ d
dx
Y pv, xq “ Y prL´1v, xq.
The state-field correspondence now gives L1v “ rL´1v. Hence L´1 “ rL´1. Taking the
adjoint of both sides under the same inner product x¨|¨y corresponding to pV, Y,Ω, ν,Θq
and pV, Y,Ω, rν, rΘq gives us L1 “ rL1. Hence, by Virasoro relation, 2L0 “ rL1, L´1s “
rrL1, rL´1s “ 2rL0. We conclude that Ln “ rLn when n “ ´1, 0, 1.
Using the Jacobi identity (e.g. (1.11)), we have
rL´2, rL0s “ rY pν,´1q, Y prν, 1qs “ÿ
lě0
ˆ´1
l
˙
Y
`
Y pν, lqrν,´l˘ “ ÿ
ně0
p´1qlY pLl´1rν,´lq. (1.2)
We now compute each summand on the right hand side. By translation property,
Y pL´1rν, 0q “ 0. Also, Y pL0rν,´1q “ Y prL0rν,´1q “ 2Y prν,´1q “ 2rL´2. SinceL1rν “ rL1rν “ 0,
we have Y pL1rν,´2q “ 0. For any l P Z, L0Llrν “ rL0, Llsrν ` LlL0rν “ ´lLlrν ` LlrL0rν “
p2 ´ lqLlrν. So Llrν P V p2 ´ lq. In particular, L2rν P V p0q “ SpanCpΩq, and hence Y pL2rν, 3q
is proportional to Y pΩ, 3q, which is 0. When l ą 2, V p2 ´ lq “ 0. So Llrν “ 0. Hence we
conclude that the right hand side of equation (1.2) equals ´2rL´2. One the other hand, the
Virasoro relation implies that rL´2, rL0s “ rL´2, L0s “ ´2L´2. Therefore L´2 “ rL´2, which
finishes our proof.
Corollary 1.2. If pV, Y,Ω, ν,Θq is a unitary VOA of CFT type, then Θ is an involution, i.e.,
Θ2 “ idV .
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Proof. Using the commuting relation for L0 and L1, it is not hard to show that (1.1) also
holds when Θ is replaced by Θ´1. So pV, Y,Ω, ν,Θ´1q is also a unitary VOA of CFT type,
and it has the same normalized invariant inner product as that of pV, Y,Ω, ν,Θq. So by our
last proposition, Θ “ Θ´1.
Let V and rV be VOAs with vacuum vectors Ω, rΩ and conformal vectors ν, rν respec-
tively. We also let Y, rY be their vertex operators. We say that V is a vertex subalgebra ofrV , if there exists an injective linear map ϕ : V Ñ rV , such that:
(a) ϕΩ “ rΩ.
(b) ϕY pv, xq “ rY pϕv, xqϕ for any v P V .
(c) ϕpV q is a graded subspace of rV .
In this case we may identify V with ϕpV q, and regard V itself as a graded subspace of rV .
Note that we do not require ϕν “ rν. If V and rV are unitary VOAs with PCT operators
Θ, rΘ, we say that V is a unitary vertex subalgebra of rV , if besides conditions (a) (b) (c)
we also have:
(d) ϕΘ “ rΘϕ.
(e) ϕ is an isometry, i.e., xu|vy “ xϕu|ϕvy for any u, v P V .
Remark 1.3. Assume that V is a unitary vertex subalgebra of rV . We regard V as a sub-
space of rV . So Y pv, xq “ rY pv, xq for any v P V . If we let tLnu and trLnu be the Virasoro
operators of V and rV respectively, then, as an easy consequence of translation property
and creation property, we must have
L´1v “ rL´1v p@v P V q. (1.3)
Convention 1.4. In this article, we always assume, unless otherwise stated, that V is a
unitary VOA of CFT type.
Representations (modules) of V will be denoted byWi,Wj ,Wk, etc. IfWi is a V mod-
ule, we let Yi be the corresponding vertex operator, i.e., Yipv, xq “
ř
nPZ Yipv, nqx´n´1 de-
scribes the action of V onWi. Assume thatWi is equipped with an inner product x¨|¨y. We
say that pWi, x¨|¨yq (or simplyWi) is a unitary representation of V , if for any v P V ,
Yipv, xq: “ YipexL1p´x´2qL0Θv, x´1q. (1.4)
A vector wpiq P Wi is called homogeneous if it is an eigenvector of L0, and we call its
eigenvalue ∆wpiq the conformal weight of w
piq. A homogeneous vector wpiq P Wi is called
quasi-primary if L1w
piq “ 0. If v P V is quasi-primary, then equation (1.4) is simplified to
Yipv, xq: “ p´1q∆vx´2∆vYipΘv, x´1q. (1.5)
Take v “ ν, we obtain
L:n “ L´n (1.6)
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when acting on Wi. So the action of V on Wi restricts to a unitary representation of Vi-
rasoro algebra. In particular, the eigenvalues of L0 ñ Wi are non-negative (cf., for example,
[Gui19] proposition 1.7). So L0 induces gradingWi “
À
sě0Wipsq.
IfWi is a unitary V -module, we let the vector spaceWi be the complex conjugate ofWi,
and let Ci : Wi Ñ Wi be the antilinear isomorphism. We equipWi with an inner product
under which Ci becomes anti-unitary. The action of V on Wi is described by the vertex
operator
Yipv, xq “ CiYipΘv, xqC´1i .
ClearlyWi is also a unitary representation of V . We callWi the contragredient represen-
tation (module) ofWi.
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Note that the action of V on V is also a unitary representation, called the vacuum
representation of V , which is also denoted by W0. We also identify W0 with V through
the isomorphism C0Θ : V “ W0 ÑW0. So the vacuum representation is self-dual.
Remark 1.5. Suppose that V, rV are unitary VOAs of CFT type, V is a unitary vertex sub-
algebra of rV , and pWri, Yriq is a unitary representation of rV . Then pWri, Yriq is also a unitary
representation of V , for the Jacobi identity clearly holds, and the translation property
follows from relation (1.3).
Intertwining operators
For any complex vector space U we set
Uppxqq “
"ÿ
nPZ
unx
n : un P U, un “ 0 for sufficiently small n
*
, (1.7)
Utxu “
"ÿ
sPR
usx
s : us P U
*
. (1.8)
Now let Wi,Wj,Wk be unitary V -modules. A type
`
Wk
WiWj
˘
(or type
`
k
i j
˘
) intertwining
operator Yα is a linear map
Wi Ñ pHompWj ,Wkqqtxu,
wpiq ÞÑ Yαpwpiq, xq “
ÿ
sPR
Yαpwpiq, sqx´s´1
(where Yαpwpiq, sq P HompWj ,Wkq),
such that:
(a) (Lower truncation) For any wpjq PWj , Yαpwpiq, sqwpjq “ 0 for s sufficiently large.
5Our definition of contragredient modules is equivalent to the one given in [FHL93]. See [Gui19] equa-
tion (1.19).
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(b) (Jacobi identity) For any u P V, wpiq PWi, m, n P Z, s P R, we have
ÿ
lPZě0
ˆ
m
l
˙
Yα
`
Yipu, n` lqwpiq, m` s´ l
˘
“
ÿ
lPZě0
p´1ql
ˆ
n
l
˙
Ykpu,m` n´ lqYαpwpiq, s` lq
´
ÿ
lPZě0
p´1ql`n
ˆ
n
l
˙
Yαpwpiq, n` s´ lqYjpu,m` lq. (1.9)
(c) (Translation property) d
dx
Yαpwpiq, xq “ YαpL´1wpiq, xq.
Wi,Wj ,Wk are called the charge space, the source space, and the target space of Yα re-
spectively. If all these three V -modules are irreducible, then Yα is called irreducible.
By setting m “ 0 in the Jacobi identity, we obtain
Yα
`
Yipu, nqwpiq, s
˘ “ ÿ
lPZě0
p´1ql
ˆ
n
l
˙
Ykpu, n´ lqYαpwpiq, s` lq
´
ÿ
lPZě0
p´1ql`n
ˆ
n
l
˙
Yαpwpiq, n` s´ lqYjpu, lq. (1.10)
If we let n “ 0 instead, then the Jacobi identity becomes
Ykpu,mqYαpwpiq, sq ´ Yαpwpiq, sqYjpu,mq “
ÿ
lPZě0
ˆ
m
l
˙
Yα
`
Yipu, lqwpiq, m` s´ l
˘
, (1.11)
or equivalently,
Ykpu,mqYαpwpiq, xq ´ Yαpwpiq, xqYjpu,mq “
ÿ
lPZě0
ˆ
m
l
˙
Yα
`
Yipu, lqwpiq, x
˘
xm´l. (1.12)
Choose u “ ν (the conformal vector of V ) and m “ 1. Then we have rL0,Yαpwpiq, xqs “
YαpL0wpiq, xq ` xYαpL´1wpiq, xq. Therefore, the translation property is equivalent to
rL0,Yαpwpiq, xqs “ YαpL0wpiq, xq ` x d
dx
Yαpwpiq, xq, (1.13)
or, written in terms of modes,
rL0,Yαpwpiq, sqs “ YαpL0wpiq, sq ´ ps` 1qYαpwpiq, sq, ps P Rq. (1.14)
So, when wpiq P Wi is homogeneous with conformal weight ∆wpiq , the linear operator
Yαpwpiq, sq :Wj ÑWk raises the conformal weights by∆wpiq´s´1. From this we conclude
that (1.14) itself implies the lower truncation property. Therefore:
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Proposition 1.6. A linear map Yα : Wi Ñ pHompWj ,Wkqqtxu is an intertwining operator of
V if and only if relation (1.13) and the Jacobi identity (1.9) (both sides of which automatically
converge) hold.
Relation (1.13) will also be called the translation property.
Let V
`
k
i j
˘
be the vector space of type
`
k
i j
˘
intertwining operators. Then, clearly, the
vertex operator Yi forWi should be inside V
`
i
0 i
˘
. In particular, Y P V` 0
0 0
˘
, where Y is the
vertex operator describing the action of V on V . Define the fusion rule
Nkij “ dimV
ˆ
k
i j
˙
.
Then clearly N i
0i “ 1 whenWi is irreducible. In particular, N000 “ 1.
In this article, we are interested in those VOAs having finite fusion rules and finitely
many equivalence classes of irreducible representations. For any such VOA V , it will also
be useful to find a finite set F of irreducible representations which tensor-generates the
tensor category of V . More precisely:
Definition 1.7. Let tWi : i P Fu be a finite set of irreducible V -modules with F the set of
indexes. With abuse of notation we also let F denote this set. Let F “ tWi : i P Fu be the
set of irreducible V -modules contragredient to those of F . We say that F is generating, if
for any irreducible V -module Wk, there exist j1, i1, i2, . . . , in P F Y F , and irreducible V -
modulesWj2, . . . ,Wjn , such that the vector spaces V
`
j2
i1 j1
˘
,V
`
j3
i2 j2
˘
, . . . ,V
`
jn
in´1 jn´1
˘
,V
`
k
in jn
˘
are non-trivial.
For any Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, we define its adjoint intertwining operator pYαq: ” Yα˚ P V
`
j
i k
˘
,
such that for any wpiq PWi, (recall that Ciwpiq PWi)
Yα˚pCiwpiq, xq “ YαpexL1pe´ipix´2qL0wpiq, x´1q:. (1.15)
More precisely, for any wpiq P Wi, wpjq PWj , wpkq PWk,
xYα˚pCiwpiq, xqwpkq|wpjqy “ xwpkq|YαpexL1pe´ipix´2qL0wpiq, x´1qwpjqy. (1.16)
The notation pe´ipix´2qL0 is understood as follows. If wpiq is homogeneous with conformal
weight ∆wpiq , then we set pe´ipix´2qL0wpiq “ e´ipi∆wpiqx´2∆wpiqwpiq. The general case is de-
fined using linearity. To prove that (1.15) actually defines an intertwining operator of V ,
one can use the argument in [FHL93] section 5.2.
Note that the unitarity ofWi implies that Yi equals its adjoint intertwining operator.
One can also define the braided intertwining operators ([FHL93] chapter 5)
YB`α,YB´α P V
`
k
j i
˘
of Yα using the formula
YB˘αpwpjq, xqwpiq “ exL´1Yαpwpiq, e˘ipixqwpjq p@wpiq PWi, wpjq PWjq. (1.17)
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The two braided intertwining operators of the vertex operator Yi P V
`
i
0 i
˘
are equal. We
denote it by Yκpiq, and call it the creation operator ofWi. Clearly Yκpiq is of type
`
i
i 0
˘
.
It is obvious that the map Yα : Wi bWj Ñ Wktxu defined by
YαpCiwpiq, xqCjwpjq “ CkYαpwpiq, xqwpjq p@wpiq PWi, wpjq PWjq
is a type
`
k
i j
˘
intertwining operator of V , called the conjugate intertwining operator of
Yα.
Now we have linear maps
B˘ : V
ˆ
k
i j
˙
ÞÑ V
ˆ
k
j i
˙
, Yα ÞÑ YB˘α,
and antilinear maps
Ad : V
ˆ
k
i j
˙
Ñ V
ˆ
j
i k
˙
, Yα ÞÑ Yα˚,
Conj : V
ˆ
k
i j
˙
Ñ V
ˆ
k
i j
˙
, Yα ÞÑ Yα.
One can show that B` is the inverse of B´, and α˚˚ “ α, α “ α. (See also [FZ92]). So these
maps are bijective. We conclude
Nkij “ Nkji “ N jik “ Nki j. (1.18)
Tensor products of unitary VOAs
Let V 1 and V 2 be two unitary VOAs of CFT type. For i “ 1, 2, we let Y i,Ωi, νi,Θi be
the vertex operator, the vacuum vector, the conformal vector, and the PCT operator of V i.
Consider V 1 b V 2 as the tensor product of the two pre-Hilbert spaces V 1 and V 2. We can
define a vertex operator Y for V 1 b V 2 satisfying that
Y pv1 b v2, xq “ Y 1pv1, xq b Y 2pv2, xq (1.19)
for any v1 P V 1, v2 P V 2. Let
Ω “ Ω1 b Ω2, (1.20)
ν “ ν1 b Ω2 ` Ω1 b ν2, (1.21)
Θ “ Θ1 bΘ2 (1.22)
be the vacuum vector, the conformal vector, and the PCT operator of V 1bV 2 respectively.
Then V 1 b V 2 becomes a unitary VOA of CFT type. Note that (1.19) and (1.21) imply
L0 “ L0 b idV 2 ` idV 1 b L0,
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which determines the grading of V 1 b V 2.
Now let Wi1 ,Wi2 be unitary representations of V
1, V 2 with vertex operators Yi1, Yi2
respectively, we define a vertex operator Yi1 b Yi2 ” Yi1bi2 ofWi bWi2 to satisfy
pYi1 b Yi2qpwpi1q b wpi2q, xq “ Yi1pwpi1q, xq b Yi2pwpi2q, xq. (1.23)
Then Yi1 b Yi2 satisfies Jacobi identity and translation property, making Wi1 bWi2 a rep-
resentation of V 1 b V 2. (The translation property is easy to check. The Jacobi identity can
be proved by the method mentioned in [FHL93] section 4.6.) It is easy to check that this
representation is unitary.
Let Wi1 ,Wj1,Wj1 (resp. Wi2 ,Wj2,Wk2) be unitary semisimple representations of V
1
(resp. V 2). If Yα1 P V
`
k1
i1 j1
˘
is an intertwining operator of V 1, and Yα2 P V
`
k2
i2 j2
˘
is an
intertwining operator of V 2, we can define a type
`
k1bk2
i1bi2 j1bj2
˘
intertwining operator of
V 1 b V 2, such that for any wpi1q PWi1 , wpi2q PWi2 ,
pYα1 b Yα2qpwpi1q b wpi2q, xq “ Yα1pwpi1q, xq b Yα2pwpi2q, xq. (1.24)
The right hand side of the above relation clearly converges because this is true when all
the representations involved are irreducible.
The above discussion can be easily generalized to tensor products of more than two
VOAs.
Energy bounds condition
LetWi,Wj,Wk be unitary V -modules, Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
. Given a homogeneous wpiq PWi, r ě
0, we say that Yαpwpiq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds, if there exist M, t ě 0, such
that for any s P R, wpjq P Wj , the mode Yαpwpiq, sq satisfies the inequality
‖Yαpwpiq, sqwpjq‖ďMp1` |s|qt‖p1` L0qrwpjq‖. (1.25)
In the case when the exact value of r is not very important, we just say that Yαpwpiq, xq is
energy-bounded.
We say that an intertwining operator Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
is energy-bounded if for any wpiq P
Wi, Yαpwpiq, xq is energy bounded. A unitary V -module Wi is energy-bounded, if Yi P
V
`
i
0 i
˘
is energy-bounded.
We now collect some useful criteria for the energy bounds conditions of intertwining
operators. Since they are already proved in [Gui19] section 3.1, we will not prove them
again here.
Proposition 1.8. If Yαpwpiq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds, so does Yα˚pCiwpiq, xq and
YαpCiwpiq, xq.
Proposition 1.9. Let Yα1 be a type
`
k1
i1 j1
˘
intertwining operator of V 1, and let Yα2 be a type
`
k2
i2 j2
˘
intertwining operator of V 2. If wpi1q P Wi1 , wpi2q P Wi2 are homogeneous, and Yα1pwpi1q, xq and
Yα2pwpi2q, xq are energy-bounded, then pYα1 b Yα2qpwpi1q b wpi2q, xq is also energy-bounded.
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Proof. Although this proposition is not given in [Gui19], its proof is not hard. One can
use, for instance, the same argument as in the proof of [Gui19] proposition 3.5.
Given a set E of vectors of V , we say that V is generated by E (or V is generating),
if the vector space V is spanned by vectors of the form Y pv1, n1q ¨ ¨ ¨Y pvk, nkqvk`1 (k P
Zě0, n1, . . . , nk P Z, v1, . . . , vk`1 P E).
Proposition 1.10. IfWi is a unitary V -module, E is a generating set of homogeneous vectors in
V , and for any v P E, Yipv, xq is energy-bounded, thenWi is energy-bounded.
Proposition 1.11. If Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, Wi is irreducible, Wj and Wk are energy-bounded, and there
exists a non-zero homogeneous vector wpiq P Wi, such that Yαpwpiq, xq is energy-bounded, then Yα
is energy-bounded.
1.2 Unitary Lie algebras
Let g be a finite-dimensional complex simple (non-abelian) Lie algebra. We give a ˚-
structure on g. Let gR be a compact real form of g. So gR is a real simple Lie algebra with a
negative-definite (symmetric) bilinear form p¨|¨q (unique up to scalar multiplication), such
that
prX, Y s|Zq “ ´pY |rX,Zsq pX, Y, Z P gRq,
and g “ gR ‘R igR. Define an antilinear isomorphism ˚ : gÑ g, such that
pX ` iY q˚ “ ´X ` iY pX, Y P gRq.
Then ˚ is an involution, i.e., ˚˚ “ idg. We also have the relation
rX, Y s˚ “ rY ˚, X˚s pX, Y P gq.
The p¨|¨q on gR extends to an invariant inner product on g, also denoted by p¨|¨q. The word
“invariant” means that
prX, Y s|Zq “ pY |rX˚, Zsq pX, Y, Z P gq. (1.26)
In other words, under this inner product the adjoint representation of g is unitary. Due to
the simplicity of g, the invariant inner products on g are unique up to multiplication by
scalars. If an invariant inner product is chosen, one can easily check that ˚ : g Ñ g is an
anti-unitary map under this inner product, i.e.,
pX|Y q “ pY ˚|X˚q pX, Y P gq. (1.27)
Let U be a (complex) representation of g. If U has an inner product x¨|¨y, we say that
the representation is unitary, if for any X P g, u1, u2 P U ,
xXu1|u2y “ xu1|X˚u2y.
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Remark 1.12. In general, let p be a (not necessarily simple) finite dimensional complex
Lie algebra with a ˚-structure. So, by definition, ˚ satisfies ˚˚ “ idp and rX, Y s˚ “ rY ˚, X˚s
for any X, Y P p. We say that p is unitary, if there exists an invariant inner product p¨|¨q
on p, under which ˚ is anti-unitary, i.e., ˚ : p Ñ p is an antilinear isomorphism, and
pX˚|Y ˚q “ pY |Xq for any X, Y P p. The anti-unitary condition automatically holds when
p is semi-simple, i.e., when the center z of p is trivial.
A finite dimensional complex simple Lie algebra g, with the ˚-structure defined above,
is a unitary Lie algebra. An abelian finite dimensional Lie algebra h0 with an arbitrary
involution ˚ and an arbitrary inner product p¨|¨q is also a unitary Lie algebra. In general,
it is not hard to show that any finite dimensional unitary Lie algebra p can be written as
an orthogonal direct sum of unitary Lie subalgebras
p “ z‘K g1 ‘K ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘K gn, (1.28)
where z, being the center of p, is an abelian unitary Lie algebra, and g1, . . . , gn are simple
unitary Lie algebras. Such decomposition can be obtained by considering the irreducible
decomposition of the adjoint representation of paK z on itself. See [Was10] section II.1
Let h be a maximal abelian unitary Lie subalgebra of g, i.e., a Cartan subalgebra of g.
(Unitarity of the Lie subalgebra h requires, by definition, thatH˚ P hwheneverH P h.) Let
h˚ be the dual vector space of h. (The symbol ˚ in h˚ has nothing to do with the ˚-structure
of g.) Then the root decomposition
g “ h‘K
Kà
αPΦ
gα
gives the irreducible decomposition of the adjoint representation of h on g. Here Φ Ă h˚
is the root system of g, (In fact Φ is in the (real) dual space pihRq˚ of ihR, where hR “
tX P h : X˚ “ ´Xu.) and gα is the (1-dimensional) root space of the root α, i.e. for any
H P h, X P gα, we have rH,Xαs “ xα,HyX .
If we choose an invariant inner product p¨|¨q on g, then the restricted inner product on h
induces naturally an anti-linear isomorphism h˚ Ñ h, λ ÞÑ hλ, such that λpHq ” xH, λy “
pH |hλq. We can therefore define an inner product on h˚, also denoted by p¨|¨q, such that
pλ|µq “ phµ|hλq for any λ, µ P h˚. Now, for any α P Φ, we choose a non-zero Xα P gα. Set
Eα “
?
2
‖Xα‖‖α‖
Xα, Fα “
?
2
‖Xα‖‖α‖
X˚α, Hα “
2
‖α‖2
hα. (1.29)
Then Eα P gα, Fα P g´α, Hα P h, and it is not hard to check the following unitary sl2
relations:
rEα, Fαs “ Hα, rHα, Eαs “ 2Eα, rHα, Fαs “ ´2Fα; (1.30)
E˚α “ Fα, H˚α “ Hα. (1.31)
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If there also exist non-zero rEα P gα and rFα, rHα P g satisfying the unitary sl2 relation, then
there exists c P C with |c| “ 1, such that
rEα “ cEα, rFα “ cFα, rHα “ Hα. (1.32)
In particular, the element Hα can be defined independent of the invariant inner product
of g.
Convention 1.13. Unless otherwise stated, in this article, we always let p¨|¨q be the nor-
malized invariant inner product of g, i.e., the one under which the longest roots of g have
length
?
2. The identification h˚ Ñ h, λ ÞÑ hλ are also defined with respect to this p¨|¨q.
Unitary representations of g
It is well known that irreducible finite-dimensional representations of g are highest-
weight representations, and their equivalence classes are characterized by their highest
weights λ P h˚. Let α1, . . . , αn be the simple roots of g. Then the fundamental weights
λ1, . . . , λn P h˚ are defined to satisfy that 2pλi|αjq‖αj‖2 “ δij . Let
P`pgq “ tk1λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` knλm : k1, . . . , kn P Zě0u,
the set of dominant integral weights of g. Then a weight λ P h˚ is the highest weight of a
finite-dimensional irreducible representation of g, if and only if λ P P`pgq.
Finite-dimensional irreducible representations of g are unitarizable (see, for example,
[Was10] section II.14). It is easy to show that unitary highest-weight representations are
automatically irreducible, and the highest-weights are also inside P`pgq (since this is true
for sl2, see [Was10] section II.4). Therefore, irreducible finite-dimensional g-modules and uni-
tarizable highest-weight g-modules are the same things.
For any λ P P`pgq, we choose a standard unitary highest-weight g-module Lgpλq
whose highest weight is λ. Note that Lgp0q “ C, the 1-dimensional trivial representa-
tion of g.
Dual representations
We now discuss dual representations of g from the unitary point of view. Dual repre-
sentations of Lie algebras are similar to contragredient representations of VOAs. Let U be
a representation of g. We let U˚ be the dual vector space of U . Define an action of g on U˚
using the formula
xXv1, uy “ ´xv1, Xuy p@u P U, v1 P U˚q.
Then this action makes U˚ a representation of g, called the dual representation of U .
Now we assume that U is a unitary representation. Then the inner product on U
induces an antilinear isomorphism CU : U Ñ U˚ satisfying
xu, CUvy “ xu|vy p@u, v P Uq.
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We thus define an inner product x¨|¨y on U˚:
xCUu|CUvy “ xv|uy p@u, v P Uq.
Then Cu becomes an anti-unitary map. It is easy to check that the action of g on U
˚ can be
written as
X ¨ v1 “ ´CUX˚C´1U ¨ v1 p@v1 P U˚q (1.33)
Thus U˚ is also a unitary g-module.
Now, for any λ P P`pgq, the dual representation of Lgpλq is also a finite-dimensional
g-module, which is irreducible. Thus it is a unitary highest weight g-module.
Convention 1.14. For any λ P P`pgq, we let λ be the highest weight of the dual represen-
tation of Lgpλq, and let Cλ : Lgpλq Ñ Lgpλq be the canonical anti-unitary map.
Tensor products of representations
Recall that if U1, U2 are finite-dimensional unitary g-modules, then U1 b U2 becomes a
unitary g-module if the action of g on which is defined by
Xpu1 b u2q “ Xu1 b u2 ` u1 bXu2 pX P g, u1 P U1, u2 P U2q.
Now given two unitary highest weight modules Lgpλq, Lgpµq, we are interested in the
irreducible decomposition of Lgpλq b Lgpµq. So we define, for any ν P P`pgq,
Homgpλb µ, νq “ HomgpLgpλq b Lgpµq, Lgpνqq.
The number dimHomgpλb µ, νq, being the multiplicity of Lgpνq in Lgpλq b Lgpµq, is called
a tensor product rule of g.
Tensor product rules share some similar properties with the fusion rules of VOAs. For
example, for any T P Homgpλbµ, νq, we define a linear map AdT : LgpλqbLgpνq Ñ Lgpµq,
such that for any upλq P Lgpλq, upµq P Lgpµq, upνq P Lgpνq,
xAdT pCλupλq b upνqq|upµqy “ xupνq|T pupλq b upµqqy. (1.34)
It is easy to check that AdT intertwines the action of g. So we have an antilinear map
Ad : Homgpλb µ, νq Ñ Homgpλb ν, µq. (1.35)
which implies
dimHomgpλb µ, νq “ dimHomgpλb ν, µq. (1.36)
In particular, we have
dimHomgpλb µ, 0q “ dimHomgpλb 0, µq “ dimHomgpLgpλq, Lgpµqq “ δλ,µ.
We thus conclude:
Proposition 1.15. λ “ µ if and only if Lgpλq b Lgpµq contains an irreducible submodule equiv-
alent to the trivial module C. In that case the multiplicity of C in Lgpλq b Lgpµq is 1.
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Computing tensor product rules
It will be very helpful to compute some tensor product rules of a simple Lie algebra.
For this purpose, we fix highest weight vectors vµ P Lgpµq, vν P Lgpνq. Let Lgpλqrν ´ µs be
the weight subspace of Lgpλqwith weight ν´µ, i.e., Lgpλqrν´µs is the subspace of vectors
u satisfying that Hu “ xν ´ µ,Hyu for any H P h. Define a linear map
Γ : Homgpλb µ, νq Ñ Lgpλqrν ´ µs˚, (1.37)
such that for any T P Homgpλb µ, νq, ΓT is defined by
pΓT qpupλqq “ xT pupλq b vµq|vνy p@upλq P Lgpλqrν ´ µsq. (1.38)
We first give an upper bound for a tensor product rule. Let g` and g´ be the Lie subalge-
bras of raising operators and lowering operators respectively.
Proposition 1.16. The map Γ is injective. Consequently,
dimHomgpλb µ, νq ď dimLgpλqrν ´ µs. (1.39)
Proof. Assume that (1.38) equals 0 for any upλq P Lgpλqrν ´ µs. Then (1.38) obviously
equals 0 for any upλq P Lgpλq. Since vµ is a cyclic vector of Lgpµq under the action of g´,
and since vν is annihilated by g`, one can easily show that xT pupλq b upµqq|vνy “ 0 for any
upλq P Lgpλq, upµq P Lgpµq. Using the fact that vν P Lgpνq is also g´-cyclic, one proves that
T “ 0.
We now describe the range of Γ. Recall that for any root α, its dual root is defined byqα “ 2α{‖α‖2. For any ρ P h˚, let nρ,α “ pρ|qαq.
Proposition 1.17. LetKµg pλq be the subspace of Lgpλq spanned by vectors of the form F nµ,α`1α upλq,
where upλq P Lgpλq, α is a simple root of g, and Fα P g´α. LetKµg pλqrν´µs be the weight subspace
of Kµg pλq with weight ν ´ µ. Then an element ϕ P Lgpλqrν ´ µs˚ is in the range of Γ if and only
if ϕ K Kµg pλqrν ´ µs. As a consequence,
dimHomgpλb µ, νq “ dimLgpλqrν ´ µs ´ dimKµg pλqrν ´ µs. (1.40)
Proof. The ”only if” part is easy to prove. Indeed, Assume that ϕ “ ΓT . Then, since
F
nµ,α`1
α vµ “ 0 and F ˚αvν “ 0, for any upλq P Lgpλq such that F nµ,α`1α upλq P Lgpλqrν ´ µs, we
have
ϕpF nµ,α`1α upλqq “ xT pF nµ,α`1α upλq b vµq|vνy “ ´xT pupλq b F nµ,α`1α vµq|vνy “ 0.
Thus ϕ K Kµg pλqrν ´ µs.
The proof of ”if” part is postponed to section 1.A.
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Corollary 1.18. Let λ, µ, ν P P`pgq. Assume dimLgpλqrν´µs “ 1. Then dimHomgpλbµ, νq “
1 if and only if for any simple root α,
dimLgpλqrν ´ µ` pnµ,α ` 1qαs “ 0. (1.41)
Otherwise, dimHomgpλb µ, νq “ 0.
Proof. Assume firstly that dimHomgpλbµ, νq “ 0. Then by proposition 1.17, dimKµg pλqrν´
µs “ 1. Choose a simple root α and a weight vector upλq of Lgpλq such that F nµ,α`1α upλq is a
non-zero weight ν ´ µ vector of Lgpλq. Then upλq is a non-zero vector of Lgpλq of weight
ν ´ µ` pnµ,α ` 1qα. Therefore dimLgpλqrν ´ µ` pnµ,α ` 1qαs ą 0.
Conversely, assume that there exists a simple root α such that dimLgpλqrν´µ`pnµ,α`
1qαs ą 0. Consider the unitary representation of sl2 on
U “à
nPZ
Lgpλqrν ´ µ` nαs,
where the sl2 is generated by the elements Eα, Fα, Hα defined by (1.29). Note that both
Lgpλqrν´µs and Lgpλqrν´µ`pnµ,α` 1qαs are non-trivial eigensubspaces ofHα, and their
eigenvalues differ by an even number. Therefore, from representation theory of sl2, one
can easily show the existence of upλq P Lgpλqrν ´ µ ` pnµ,α ` 1qαs such that F nµ,α`1α upλq is
non-zero. Hence dimKµg pλqrν ´ µs ą 0. By proposition 1.17, dimHomgpλb µ, νq “ 0.
1.3 Unitary affine VOAs
The affine Lie algebra pg and its positive energy representations
Given a finite-dimensional unitary complex simple Lie algebra g, we let pg “ gbCrts‘
CK, where t is a formal variable, and K is a formal vector. Set Xpnq “ X b tn for any
X P g and n P Z. The Lie algebra structure on pg is given by
rXpmq, Y pnqs “ rX, Y spm` nq `mpX|Y ˚qδm,´nK pX, Y P g, m, n P Zq, (1.42)
rK,Xpnqs “ 0 pX P g, n P Zq. (1.43)
(Recall that by the anti-unitarity of ˚, pX|Y ˚q “ pY |X˚q.) pg is called the affine Lie algebra
of g. We define an involution ˚ : pgÑ pg satisfying
Xpnq˚ “ X˚p´nq pX P g, n P Zq, (1.44)
K˚ “ K. (1.45)
Again we have
rX,Ys˚ “ rY˚,X˚s pX,Y P pgq.
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Unitary representations (unitary modules) of pg are defined in the same way as those
of g. A unitary representationW of pg is called a positive energy representation (PER), if
the vector spaceW has an orthogonal gradingW “ÀKnPNW pnq, and for any n P N,
dimW pnq ă 8,
XpmqW pnq Ă W pn´mq pX P g, m P Zq,
KW pnq ĂW pnq.
We now discuss briefly irreducible PERs of pg. Details can be found in [Was10]. LetW
be an irreducible PER of pg. Choose n0 P N such that dimW pn0q ą 0, and dimW pnq “ 0
for any n ă n0. W pn0q is called the lowest energy subspace ofW . Identify g with pgp0q by
setting
X “ Xp0q pX P gq.
Then g is a unitary Lie subalgebra of pg, and W pn0q is a finite-dimensional unitary repre-
sentation of g, called the lowest energy g-module. It is easy to see that the lowest energy
g-module of an irreducible PER of pg is irreducible.
The action ofK onW pn0q commutes with the irreducible action g ñ W pn0q. Therefore,
by Schur’s lemma,
K|W pn0q “ l ¨ idW pn0q
for some l P R. That l is real follows from the self-adjointness of K. We say that l is the
level of the irreducible PER W . (In general, a general PER of pg is said to have level l, if
the action of K on the pre-Hilbert space is the identity operator multiplied by l.) Sincepg ¨W pn0q “ W ,K must be the constant l on the entire vector spaceW .
It is not hard to show that g ñ W pn0q and l completely characterizes the PER W , i.e., if
two irreducible PERs reduce to equivalent lowest energy g-modules, and if their levels
are equal, then they are (unitary) equivalent. We also know that finite-dimensional irre-
ducible representations of gmust be highest-weight representations, and are determined,
up to equivalence, by their highest-weights. So the equivalence class ofW is determined
by the pair pλ, lq, where λ P h˚ is the highest-weight of g ñ W pn0q.
There is also a notion of highest-weightness for PERs of pg. Let g` (resp. g´) be the
Lie subalgebra of raising operators (resp. lowering operators) in g. Let pgą0 (resp. pgă0) be
the Lie subalgebra of pg spanned by Xpnq, where X P g and n P Zą0 (resp. n P Ză0). Let
W be a PER of pg. A non-zero vector v P W is called a highest-weight vector of W , if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(a) There exists a grading ofW , such that v PW pnq for some n P N.
(b) There exists λ P h˚ such that Hv “ xλ,Hyv for any H P h.
(c) There exists l P R such thatKv “ lv.
(d) g`v “ 0,pgą0v “ 0.
In this case, λ is called the highest weight of v, and l is called the level of v. If v is a cyclic
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vector, i.e. W “ Uppgq ¨ v where Uppgq is the universal enveloping algebra of pg, we say that
W is a highest-weight PER of pg.
If W is an irreducible PER, then the highest-weight vector v of its lowest energy g-
module is a highest-weight vector of pg ñ W . So W is a highest-weight PER of pg. Con-
versely, ifW is a highest-weight PER, and v is a highest-weight vector with highest weight
λ and level l, then it is easy to see that W is irreducible. So irreducible PERs and highest-
weight PERs are the same for pg. Moreover, v is a highest-weight vector of the lowest energy
g-module of W . So W has a unique up to scalar multiplication highest-weight vector, a
unique highest weight, and a unique level.
The remaining question is to know the possible λ and l for irreducible PERs. Clearly
λ P P`pgq. But extra conditions are required. Let θ P Φ be the highest root of g, i.e., the
highest weight of the adjoint representation g ñ g. Since θ is a longest root, we have
‖θ‖2“ 2. Choose E´θ P g´θ, F´θ P gθ, H´θ P h as in (1.29). Then we have ‖E´θ‖2“ ‖F´θ‖2“
1, andH´θ “ h´θ. Using these facts, one can easily check thatE´θp1q, F´θp´1q, H´θp0q`K
satisfy the unitary sl2 relation. Since the highest-weight vector v of W is also a highest-
weight vector of this sl2 with highest weight ´pλ|θq ` l (which is also easy to check), we
must have
´pλ|θq ` l P Zě0.
Since λ, θ P P`pgq, we must have pλ|θq P Zě0. Therefore, l is a non-negative integer
no less than pλ|θq. We conclude that if λ, l are the highest weight and the level of an
irreducible PER of pg, then condition (1.46) holds. The converse is also true: if condition
(1.46) is satisfied, then there exists an irreducible PER with highest weight λ and level l.
See [Kac94], or [Was10] chapter III. We conclude the following:
Theorem 1.19. Let W be a PER of pg. Then W is irreducible if and only if it is a highest-weight
PER. In this case,W has a unique up to scalar multiplication highest-weight vector vλ with highest
weight λ and level l. λ and l satisfy
λ P P`pgq, l P Zě0, pλ|θq ď l, (1.46)
and they completely determine the PERW up to unitary equivalence. The lowest energy g-module
W pn0q of W is irreducible. We have K “ l ¨ idW , vλ P W pn0q, and vλ is also a highest-weight
vector of g ñ W pn0q with highest weight λ.
Conversely, if λ and l satisfy (1.46), then there exists an irreducible PER of pg with highest
weight λ and level l.
Due to this theorem, for any l P Zě0, we say that a dominant integral weight λ of g is
admissible at level l, if pλ|θq ď l. For such λ, we choose Lgpλ, lq to be a standard PER of pg
with highest weight λ and level l.
Unitary affine VOAs
The PER Lgp0, lq of pg is called the level l vacuum representation of pg. We now extend
such representation of pg to a unitary VOA structure.
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Theorem 1.20. Let g be a finite-dimensional complex simple unitary Lie algebra. Fix l P Zě0,
and fix a highest weight vector Ω P Lgp0, lq satisfying ‖Ω‖“ 1. Then there exists a unique unitary
VOA structure of CFT type on the pre-Hilbert space V lg “ Lgp0, lq, such that Ω is the vacuum
vector, and
Y
`
Xp´1qΩ, x˘ “ ÿ
nPZ
Xpnqx´n´1 pX P gq. (1.47)
V lg is called the level l unitary affine VOA of g. The conformal vector ν of V
l
g is given by the
formula
ν “ 1
2pl ` h_q
ÿ
i
X˚i p´1qXip´1qΩ, (1.48)
where h_ is the dual Coxeter number of g, and tXiu is a set of orthonormal basis of g under the
normalized invariant inner product p¨|¨q (see convention 1.13). The PCT operatorΘ is determined
by
ΘXp´1qΩ “ ´X˚p´1qΩ pX P gq. (1.49)
Proof. The existence of a VOA structure on V lg such that relation (1.47) holds, that Ω is the
vacuum vector, and that the ν defined by (1.49) is the conformal vector, is given in [FZ92]
theorem 2.4.1. In this case, the set
E “ tXp´1qΩ : X P gu (1.50)
generates V lg . So any antilinear automorphism on the VOA V
l
g is determined by its values
on E. That V lg is unitary with PCT operator Θ determined by (1.49) is proved in [DL14]
section 4.2. One can also prove the unitarity of V lg using [CKLW18] proposition 5.17,
which is a general criterion on the unitarity of a VOA. To use this proposition, one needs
to show that L:n “ L´n, and that there exists a generating set F of quasi-primary vectors
in V lg , such that
Y pv, xq: “ x´2∆vY pv, x´1q p@v P F q. (1.51)
Indeed, using (1.48) and (1.10), one easily obtains Sugawara’s formulae:
L0 “ 1
l ` h_
ˆ
1
2
ÿ
i
X˚i p0qXip0q `
ÿ
ną0
ÿ
i
X˚i p´nqXipnq
˙
, (1.52)
Lm “ 1
2pl ` h_q
ÿ
nPZ
ÿ
i
X˚i pm´ nqXipnq pm ‰ 0q. (1.53)
Direct computation now gives L:m “ L´m. Using (1.42) and (1.44), it is not hard to check
that the set E is quasi-primary, and that its subset F “ tXp´1qΩ : X P g, X “ X˚u, which
is also generating, satisfies condition (1.51).
Since E is generating, (1.47) uniquely determines the vertex-algebraic structure of V lg .
Uniqueness of Θ and ν follows from proposition 1.1.
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Theorem 1.21. Fix l P Zě0.
(1) For any λ P P`pgq satisfying pλ|θq ď l, there exists a unique unitary representation of V lg
on the pre-Hilbert space Lgpλ, lq, the vertex operator Yλ of which satisfies
Yλ
`
Xp´1qΩ, x˘wpλq “ ÿ
nPZ
Xpnqwpλq ¨ x´n´1 pX P g, wpλq P Lgpλ, lqq. (1.54)
The V lg -module Lgpλ, lq is irreducible. Lgpλ1, lq is unitarily equivalent to Lgpλ2, lq if and only if
λ1 “ λ2.
(2) Any V lg -module is a (finite) direct sum of irreducible representations of the form Lgpλ, lq,
where λ P P`pgq is admissible at level l. In particular, any V lg -module is unitarizable.
Proof. (1) (cf. [DL14] Proposition 4.9.) Existence of a V lg -module Lgpλ, lq satisfying (1.54)
is proved in [FZ92] section 3.1. Since Lgpλq is unitary as a pgmodule, by (1.44), (1.47), and
(1.49), the vertex operator Yλ satisfies relation (1.5) when v P E “ tXp´1qΩ : X P gu. Since
any v P E is quasi-primary, relation (1.4) also holds for Yλ and any v P E. Therefore, by
[Gui19] proposition 1.10, Lgpλ, lq is a unitary V lg -module. The rest of part (1) is obvious.
(2) This was also proved in [FZ92] section 3.1.
Remark 1.22. Let Lgpλ, lq be a unitary irreducible V lg -module, where λ P P`pgq is admissi-
ble at level l. Recall that g is regarded as a Lie subalgebra of pg by identifying X P g with
Xp0q, and the action of g on the lowest energy subspace of Lgpλ, lq is equivalent to Lgpλq,
the unitary highest weight representation of g with highest weight λ. So we identify the
vector space Lgpλq with the lowest energy subspace of Lgpλ, lq.
Choose∆λ P R such that L0|Lgpλq “ ∆λ ¨idLgpλq, i.e. ∆λ is the lowest conformal weight of
Lgpλ, lq. By Sugawara’s construction, ∆λ ą 0. We say that ∆λ is the conformal weight of
Lgpλ, lq. Then the conformal weight ∆w of any non-zero homogeneous vector w P Lgpλ, lq
must be in ∆λ ` Zě0.
Remark 1.23. It is easy to see that the contragredient V lg -module of Lgpλ, lq is Lgpλ, lq. As
an immediate consequence, we have
pλ|θq “ pλ|θq p@λ P P`pgqq. (1.55)
Indeed, we can choose l “ pλ|θq. Then since Lgpλ, lq is also an irreducible V -module, we
must have pλ|θq ď l “ pλ|θq. Replace λwith λ, we get pλ|θq “ pλ|θq ď pλ|θq.
Theorem 1.24. Let λ P P`pgq be admissible at level l. ThenLgpλ, lq is energy-bounded. Moreover,
for any X P g, YλpXp´1qΩ, xq satisfies 1-st order energy-bounds.
Proof. The argument in [BS90] section 2 shows that YλpXp´1qΩ, xq satisfies 1-st order
energy-bounds. Indeed, one can prove the 1
2
-th order energy bounds condition for
YλpXp´1qΩ, xq using the Sugawara’s formula (1.52), as shown in [TL04] proposition
II.1.2.1. Now the energy-boundedness of Yλ follows from proposition 1.10.
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1.A Proof of proposition 1.17
In this appendix section, we prove the ”if” part of proposition 1.17 using a method
similar to [TK88] proposition 2.3.
We first recall some basic facts about Verma modules. Let Ag be the free associative
algebra generated by the vector space g, i.e., Ag “ ÀnPZě0 gbn. Let Ig be the ideal of Ag
generated byXY ´Y X´rX, Y s (X, Y P g). The universal enveloping algebra of g is Ug “
Ag{Ig. Now for any η P h˚, we chose an arbitrary non-zero vector vη. ThenUgbvη is a (left)
Ug-module. Identify 1bvη with vη. Let Jη be the Ug-submodule ofUgbvη generated by the
vectorsHvη´xη,Hyvη (H P h) andXvη (X P g`). The quotient moduleMη “ Ugbvη{Jη is a
Vermamodule of gwith highest weight η. Mη, as a Ug´module, is canonically isomorphic
to Ug´ b vη, since, by Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, Ug “ Ug´ b Uh b Ug`. Last, let
Mη be the complex conjugate of Mη , and let Cη : Mη Ñ Mη, upηq ÞÑ Cηupηq “ upηq be the
antilinear isomorphism. We let g act onMη by setting Xupηq “ ´X˚upηq (upηq P Mη). Then
vη is a lowest weight vector ofMη.
Now, for any ϕ P Lgpλqrν´µs˚, we extend it to a g-invariant tri-linear form on Lgpλqb
Mµ bMν . First, we extend ϕ to an element in Lgpλq˚ by setting ϕpupλqq “ 0 when upλq P
Lgpλqrρs and ρ ‰ ν ´ µ. We now regard ϕ as a linear map Lgpλq b vµ b vν Ñ C. Next,
identify vµ with 1bvµ P Ag´bvµ, and extend ϕ to a linearmap LgpλqbpAg´bvµqbvν Ñ C,
satisfying
ϕpupλq bX1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xnvµ b vνq “ p´1qnϕpXn ¨ ¨ ¨X1upλq b vµ b vνq (1.56)
for any n P Zě0, X1, . . . , Xn P g´. One easily checks that ϕ vanishes on LgpλqbpIg´b vµqb
vν , where Ig´ is the ideal of g´ generated by XY ´ Y X ´ rX, Y s (X, Y P g´). So ϕ factors
through a linear map, also denoted by ϕ, mapping Lgpλq b pUg´ b vµq b vν Ñ C. Identify
Ug´ b vµ withMµ. Thus ϕ is a linear functional on Lgpλq bMµ b vν .
Extend ϕ to a linear functional on Lgpλq bMµ b pAgb vνq by setting, inductively,
ϕpupλq b upµq bX1X2 ¨ ¨ ¨Xnvνq “ϕpX˚1 upλq b upµq bX2 ¨ ¨ ¨Xnvνq
` ϕpupλq bX˚1 upµq bX2 ¨ ¨ ¨Xnvνq, (1.57)
where X1, . . . , Xn P g. Clearly ϕ vanishes on Lgpλq bMµ b Ig b vν . So ϕ factors through a
linear functional on LgpλqbMµbUgb vν , also denoted by ϕ. Using (1.56) and the fact that
ϕ vanishes on Lgpλqrρs b vµ b vν when ρ` µ ‰ ν, it is not hard to see that ϕ also vanishes
on Lgpλq bMµ b Jν b vν . So it factors through a linear functional on Lgpλq bMµ bMν ,
denoted again by ϕ. By (1.57), ϕ is clearly g-invariant.
Let Nµ be the g´-submodule of Mµ generated by F
nµ,α`1
α vµ (α is a simple root, Fα P
g´α). Then it is well known that each F
nµ,α`1
α vµ is a highest weight vector, implying that
Nµ is g-invariant. We also know that Lgpµq “ Mµ{Nµ. Hence, if we assume that ϕ K
Kµg pλqrν ´ µs, then by (1.56), ϕ vanishes on Lgpλq b Nµ b vν , and hence on Lgpλq b Nµ b
Mν by the g-invariance of ϕ. So ϕ can be regarded as a g-invariant linear functional on
Lgpλq b Lgpµq bMν . Let
Oν “ tvpνq PMν : ϕ K Lgpλq b Lgpµq b vpνqu.
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Clearly Oν is a g-submodule of Mν . For any ρ P h˚, Oνrρs “ Mνrρs when ρ is not a
weight of Lgpλq b Lgpµq. So Mν{Oν is a finite-dimensional g-module. Assume, without
loss of generality, that ϕ ‰ 0. ThenMν{Oν is non-trivial. So Mν{Oν » Lgpνq. Thus ϕ is a
g-invariant linear functional on Lgpλq b Lgpµq b Lgpνq, which is equivalent to saying that
ϕ P Homgpλbµ, νq. It is obvious that Γϕ is our original ϕ. Thus the ”if” part of proposition
1.17 is proved.
2 Compression principle
2.1 Unitary affine vertex subalgebras
It is well known that for a VOA V , its weight-1 subspace V p1q has a natural Lie algebra
structure. In this chapter we let V be a unitary VOA of CFT type with PCT operator Θ.
We shall see that V p1q is a unitary Lie algebra.
Lemma 2.1. Vectors in V p1q are quasi-primary.
Proof. Choose any v P V p1q. Then L1v P V p0q “ CΩ. But xL1v|Ωy “ xv|L´1Ωy “ 0. So
L1v “ 0.
Proposition 2.2. The vector space V p1q, equipped with the bracket relation
ru, vs “ Y pu, 0qv pu, v P V p1qq
and the ˚-structure
v˚ “ ´Θv pv P V p1qq, (2.1)
is a finite dimensional unitary complex Lie algebra. The inner product of V restricts to an invariant
inner product of V p1q.
Proof. Equation (1.11) shows that
rY pu, 0q, Y pv, 0qs “ Y `Y pu, 0qv, 0˘. (2.2)
Therefore, for any u, v, w P V p1q,
ru, rv, wss ´ rv, ru, wss “ru, Y pv, 0qws ` rv, Y pu, 0qws “ Y pu, 0qY pv, 0qw ´ Y pv, 0qY pu, 0qw
“Y pY pu, 0qv, 0qw “ rY pu, 0qv, ws “ rru, vs, ws.
Thus the Jacobi identity is proved.
Now (2.1) and equation (1.5) imply
Y pu, xq: “ x´2Y pu˚, x´1q, (2.3)
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or equivalently
Y pu, nq: “ Y pu˚,´nq pn P Zq. (2.4)
Hence
xru, vs|wy “ xY pu, 0qv|wy “ xv|Y pu˚, 0qwy “ xv|ru˚, wsy.
Therefore the inner product on V p1q inherited from V is invariant. So the Lie algebra V p1q
equipped with the involution ˚ defined by (2.1) is unitary.
Now we assume that g is a unitary simple Lie subalgebra of V p1q. By definition, g is
preserved by the involution ˚ of V p1q The invariant inner product x¨|¨y on V p1q is also an
invariant one of g. Recall that our normalized invariant inner product p¨|¨q of g is chosen
under which the length of longest roots of g is
?
2. Since g is simple, there exists l ą 0
such that xX1|X2y “ lpX1|X2q for any X1, X2 P g. We call l the level of g in V .
Lemma 2.3. For any X1, X2 P g Ă V p1q,
Y pX1, 1qX2 “ lpX1|X˚2 qΩ. (2.5)
Proof. Clearly Y pX1, 1qX2 P V p0q. So there exists c P C such that Y pX1, 1qX2 “ cΩ. We
now compute, using relation (2.4), that
c “ xcΩ|Ωy “ xY pX1, 1qX2|Ωy “ xX2|Y pX˚1 ,´1qΩy “ xX2|X˚1 y “ lpX2|X˚1 q “ lpX1|X˚2 q.
In the following theorem we show that the unitary simple Lie subalgebra g Ă V p1q
generates a unitary affine vertex subalgebra of V . This theorem can be regarded as the
unitary analogue of [DM06] theorem 3.1.
Theorem 2.4. We have l P Zě0. The map π : pgÑ EndpV q defined by
Xpnq ÞÑ Y pX, nq pX P gq,
K ÞÑ l ¨ idV
is a PER of pg. Its unitary submodule pg ñ pgΩ is unitarily equivalent to the vacuum representation
V lg ” Lgp0, lq of pg, and Ω is a highest weight vector of pgΩ. Let ϕ : V lg Ñ pgΩ be the unitarypg-module isomorphism mapping Ω P V lg to Ω P pgΩ Ă V . Then ϕ embeds V lg into V as a unitary
vertex subalgebra.
Proof. For any X1, X2 P g, k “ 2, 3, 4, . . . , Y pX1, kqX2 P V p1 ´ kq “ 0. Therefore, by
equations (1.11) and (2.5),
rπpX1, mq, πpX2, nqs “rY pX1, mq, Y pX2, nqs “
ÿ
kě0
ˆ
m
k
˙
Y
`
Y pX1, kqX2, m` n´ k
˘
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“Y `Y pX1, 0qX2, m` n˘`mY `Y pX1, 1qX2, m` n ´ 1˘
“Y prX1, X2s, m` nq `mlpX1|X˚2 qY pΩ, m` n´ 1q
“Y prX1, X2s, m` nq `mlpX1|X˚2 qδm,´nidV
“π`rX1, X2spm` nq `mpX1|X˚2 qδm,´nK˘ “ π`rX1pmq, X2pnqs˘.
Clearly πpKq commutes with any Y pX, nq. By (2.4), π is a unitary representation of pg. So
π is a level l PER of pg. In particular, l P Zě0. By state-field correspondence, Y pX, nqΩ “ 0
when n ě 0. So Ω is a highest weight vector with highest weight 0. By theorem 1.19,
there exists an isometry ϕ : V lg Ñ V , such that ϕpΩq “ Ω, and ϕXpnq “ π
`
Xpnq˘ϕ for any
X P g, n P Z. It is clear that ϕ preserves the gradings of the two vector spaces.
Write U “ V lg for simplicity. For clarity, we use different symbols YU and YV to denote
vertex operators of U and V . We also let ΘU and ΘV be the PCT operators of U and V
respectively, and let ΩU ,ΩV be the vacuum vectors of U and V respectively. To show that
ϕ embeds U into V as a vertex subalgebra, we still need to check that
ϕYUpu, xq “ YV pϕu, xqϕ, (2.6)
ϕΘU ¨ u “ ΘVϕ ¨ u (2.7)
for any u P U .
First, note that
ϕYUpX, nq “ ϕXpnq “ πpXpnqqϕ “ YV pX, nqϕ,
and also
ϕΘU ¨Xp´1qΩU “´ ϕX˚p´1qΩU “ ´πpX˚p´1qqϕΩU
“´ YV pX˚,´1qΩV “ YV pΘVX,´1qΘVΩV
“ΘV YV pX,´1qΩV “ ΘV πpXp´1qqϕΩU “ ΘV ϕ ¨Xp´1qΩU .
So (2.6) and (2.7) hold for any u P Up1q. Since Up1q generates U , using Jacobi identity
(1.10), one can easily show that (2.6) and (2.7) hold for any u P U .
In the special case when g “ V p1q and V p1q generates V , we have V “ pgΩ. So ϕ
is a unitary equivalence between V lg and V . The above theorem can be regarded as a
uniqueness theorem for unitary affine VOA: If V is a CFT type unitary VOA generated by
the set V p1q of weight-1 vectors, and if the Lie algebra g “ V p1q is simple, then the unitary
VOA V is equivalent to V lg for some l P Zě0. More generally, if V p1q generats V and has
decomposition (1.28), it is not hard to show the following equivalence of unitary VOAs:
V » V 1z b V l1g1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V lngn , (2.8)
where l1, . . . , ln P Zě0, and V 1z is the unitary (level 1) Heisenberg VOA associated to the
unitary abelian Lie algebra z whose unitary structure inherits from that of V p1q. (A finite
dimensional complex vector space h becomes a unitary abelian Lie algebra when h is
equipped with an inner product and an anti-unitary map Θ : hÑ h satisfying Θ2 “ idh.)
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Examples
Let p be a finite dimensional unitary simple Lie algebra, and assume that g is a unitary
simple Lie subalgebra of p. As our first example, we study the unitary affine vertex sub-
algebra arising from g Ă V lp . Let p¨|¨qg and p¨|¨qp be the normalized invariant inner product
of g and p respectively. Then p¨|¨qp also restricts to an invariant inner product of g. So there
exists k ą 0 such that
pX1|X2qp “ kpX1|X2qg p@X1, X2 P gq. (2.9)
k is called the Dynkin index of the embedding g Ă p, and is denoted by rp : gs.
Proposition 2.5. For any l P Zě0, the level of g in V lp is kl, where k “ rp : gs. Hence we have a
unitary VOA embedding V klg Ă V lp .
Proof. Since the level of p in V lp is l, the invariant inner product x¨|¨y on p inherited from
the inner product of V lp is lp¨|¨qp. When further restricted to g, it becomes klp¨|¨qg. Therefore
the level of g in V lp is kl.
Corollary 2.6. The only possible values of Dynkin index rp : gs are 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Now let us turn to the second example. Choose l1, . . . , ln P Zě0, and take V “ V l1g b
¨ ¨ ¨ b V lng . Then V p1q “ g ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ g. Regard g as a unitary Lie subalgebra of V p1q by
embedding g diagonally into V p1q:
g Ă g ‘ g‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ g,
X ÞÑ pX,X, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xq. (2.10)
The following result is easy to check.
Proposition 2.7. The level of g in V l1g b¨ ¨ ¨bV lng corresponding to the diagonal embedding (2.10)
is l1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ln. So we have V l1`¨¨¨`lng Ă V l1g b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V lng .
Unitary representations
We now go back to general theory, and regard V lg as a unitary vertex subalgebra inside
V . The following proposition is obvious.
Proposition 2.8. LetWi be a unitary representation of V . The map πi : pgÑ EndpWiq defined by
Xpnq ÞÑ YipX, nq pX P gq,
K ÞÑ l ¨ idWi
is a PER of pg. We say that V ñ Wi restricts to the PER pg ñ Wi.
Clearly, the V lg -module Lgpλ, lq described in theorem 1.21 restricts to the PER pg ñ
Lgpλ, lq.
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Theorem 2.9. LetWi be a unitary V -module, λ P P`pgq, and wλ P Wi a non-zero homogeneous
vector. If wλ is a λ-highest weight vector of the restricted PER pg ñ Wi, then pgwλ is V lg -invariant,
and the action V lg ñ pgwλ is a unitary V lg -module equivalent to Lgpλ, lq.
Proof. Clearly V lg leaves pgwλ invariant. By remark 1.5, V lg ñ Wi is a unitary V lg -module.
Therefore V lg ñ pgwλ is also a unitary V lg -module.
Choose a highest weight vector vλ of Lgpλ, lq satisfying ‖vλ‖“ ‖wλ‖. Since V lg ñ pgwλ
restricts to a highest weight PER of pg with highest weight λ and level l, there exists an
(unitary) equivalence ϕ : Lgpλ, lq Ñ pgwλ of PERs of pg satisfying ϕvλ “ wλ. Clearly ϕ
intertwines the actions of V p1q on Lgpλ, lq and on pgwλ. Since V p1q generates V lg , ϕ also
intertwines the actions of V lg . Therefore, ϕ is an equivalence between the unitary V
l
g -
modules Lgpλ, lq and pgwλ.
The following lemma will be used later.
Lemma 2.10. In theorem 2.9, regard Lgpλ, lq as a V -submodule of Wi by identifying Lgpλ, lq
with pgwλ. Let tLnu and tLgnu be the Virasoro operators of V and V lg respectively. Then there exists
a P R such that
L0w
pλq “ pLg0 ` aqwpλq p@wpλq P pgwλq (2.11)
Proof. Regard V lg as inside V as usual. It is obvious that L0u “ Lg0u for any u P V lg .
Therefore, by translation property, for any wpλq P pgwλ, u P V lg ,
rL0, Yipu, xqswpλq “pYipL0u, xq ` x d
dx
Yipu, xqqwpλq “ pYipLg0u, xq ` x
d
dx
Yipu, xqqwpλq
“rLg
0
, Yipu, xqswpλq.
So T :“ pL0 ´ Lg0q|pgwλ commutes with the action of V lg on pgwλ. In particular, T commutes
with L0|pgwλ . So T leaves the lowest energy subspace gwλ of pgwλ invariant. Since gwλ
is finite-dimensional, we can choose an eigenvalue a P C of T |gwλ . So KerpT ´ aq is a
non-trivial subspace of pgwλ which is clearly V lg -invariant. Since pgwλ is an irreducible V lg -
module, KerpT ´ aq must be pgwλ. Thus we’ve proved (2.11). Since the eigenvalues of L0
and Lg
0
are non-negative numbers, amust be real.
2.2 Intertwining operators of unitary affine VOAs
By theorem 1.21, to study intertwining operators of V lg , it is sufficient to study the
irreducible ones. So we let Lgpλ, lq, Lgpµ, lq, Lgpν, lq be three irreducible representations of
V lg , where λ, µ, ν P P`pgq are admissible at level l. V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
denotes the vector space of type`
ν
λ µ
˘ ” ` Lgpλ,lq
Lgpµ,lq Lgpν,lq
˘
intertwining operators of V lg . If Yα P V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
, we call
∆α :“ ∆λ `∆µ ´∆ν
the conformal weight of Yα.
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Consider the lowest energy subspaces Lgpλq, Lgpµq, Lgpνq of Lgpλ, lq, Lgpµ, lq, Lgpν, lq
respectively. By (1.14), for any upλq P Lgpλq, upµq P Lgpµq, the conformal weight of
Yαpupλq,∆α ´ 1qupµq is ∆ν . So Yαpupλq,∆α ´ 1qupµq P Lgpνq. We thus define
Ψ : V lg
ˆ
ν
λ µ
˙
Ñ HompLgpλq b Lgpµq, Lgpνqq,
by sending each Yα P V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
to the element ΨYα satisfying
ΨYα : Lgpλq b Lgpµq Ñ Lgpνq,
ΨYαpupλq b upµqq “ Yαpupλq,∆α ´ 1qupµq.
By Jacobi identity (1.12), for any X P gwe have
X ¨ Yαpupλq,∆α ´ 1qupµq ´ Yαpupλq,∆α ´ 1qXupµq “ YαpXupλq,∆α ´ 1qupµq.
So ΨYα intertwines the actions of g on the tensor product g-module Lgpλq b Lgpµq and on
Lgpνq. Thus the image of Ψ is inside Homgpλ b µ, νq. We thus regard Ψ as a map from
V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
to Homgpλb µ, νq.
The following well known proposition (cf. [TK88] proposition 2.1, [FZ92] theorem
3.2.3) allows us to study the intertwining operators of affine VOAs using Lie-algebraic
methods. To make this paper self-contained, we present a proof here following the argu-
ment in [TK88].
Proposition 2.11. The map Ψ : V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘ Ñ Homgpλ b µ, νq is injective. As a consequence, the
fusion rule Nνλµ ” dimV lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
of V lg is a finite number, and satisfies
Nνλµ ď dimHomgpλb µ, νq.
Proof. Suppose Yα P V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
and ΨYα “ 0. We show that for any s P R,
xYαpwpλq, sqwpµq|wpνqy “ 0 (2.12)
for any wpλq P Lgpλ, lq, wpµq P Lgpµ, lq, wpνq P Lgpν, lq. By Jacobi identity (1.10), it suffices to
prove this when wpλq P Lgpλq. Let
kpwpµq, wpνqq “ ∆wpµq ´∆µ `∆wpνq ´∆ν P Zě0,
where∆wpµq,∆wpνq are the conformal weights of w
pµq, wpνq respectively. We prove (2.12) by
induction on kpwpµq, wpνqq.
If kpwpµq, wpνqq “ 0, then wpµq, wpνq are also in the lowest energy subspaces. By (1.14),
Yαpwpλq, sqwpµq is a homogeneous vector with conformal weight ∆λ `∆µ ´ s ´ 1 “ ∆α `
∆ν ´ s ´ 1. So clearly (2.12) holds when s ‰ ∆α ´ 1. Since ΨYα “ 0, (2.12) is also true
when s “ ∆α ´ 1. So we’ve proved (2.12) for any s when kpwpµq, wpνqq “ 0.
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Now choose an arbitrary N P Zą0, and assume that for any s, (2.12) holds whenever
kpwpµq, wpνqq “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , N ´ 1. We show that this is also true when kpwpµq, wpνqq “ N .
Since N ą 0, either wpµq or wpνq must have non-lowest conformal weight (energy). We
first assume that wpµq R Lgpµq. Then wpµq can be written as a linear combination of vectors
of the form Xp´nqwpµq
0
, where X P g, n P Zą0, and wpµq0 P Lgpµ, lq is homogeneous. So
∆
w
pµq
0
“ ∆wpµq ´ n. By Jacobi identity (1.11),
xYαpwpλq, sqXp´nqwpµq0 |wpνqy
“xYαpwpλq, sqwpµq0 |X˚pnqwpνqy ´
ÿ
lPZě0
ˆ´n
l
˙
xYαpXplqwpλq,´n` s´ lqwpµq0 |wpνqy,
Since wpλq has lowest energy, the right hand side of the above equation becomes
xYαpwpλq, sqwpµq0 |X˚pnqwpνqy ´ xYαpXwpλq,´n` sqwpµq0 |wpνqy.
Since kpwpµq
0
, X˚pnqwpνqq ă N and kpwpµq
0
, wpνqq ă N , by induction, the above expression is
0. So we’ve proved (2.12) for kpwpµq, wpνqq “ N when wpµq R Lgpµq. The case wpνq R Lgpνq is
treated in a similar way.
Thus the vector space V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
can be identified with its image under the map Ψ. For
most examples considered in this paper, Ψ is in fact surjective. But this is not true in
general. We refer the reader to [FZ92] theorem 3.2.3 for a general description of the image
of Ψ.
Theorem 2.12 (Compression principle). Let V be a unitary VOA of CFT type, and g a unitary
simple Lie subalgebra of V p1q. Let l be the level of g in V . Let Wi,Wj,Wk be unitary represen-
tations of V . Assume that wλ (resp. wµ, wν) is a (non-zero) homogeneous highest weight vector
of pg ñ Wi (resp. pg ñ Wj , pg ñ Wk) with highest weight λ (resp. µ, ν), and choose isometric
g-module homomorphisms ϕλ : Lgpλq Ñ Wi (resp. ϕµ : Lgpµq Ñ Wj , ϕν : Lgpνq Ñ Wk) with
image gwλ (resp. gwµ, gwν). Let ϕ
:
ν :Wk Ñ Lgpνq be the formal adjoint of ϕν , i.e., ϕ:ν satisfies
xϕνupνq|wpkqy “ xupνq|ϕ:νwpkqy p@upνq P Lgpνq, wpkq PWkq.
If there exist s P R and a type ` k
i j
˘
intertwining operator Y of V , such that the map
ϕ:νYpϕλ, sqϕµ : Lgpλq b Lgpµq Ñ Lgpνq,
upλq b upµq ÞÑ ϕ:νYpϕλupλq, sqϕµupµq (2.13)
is non-zero, then ϕ:νYpϕλ, sqϕµ P Homgpλ b µ, νq, and there exists a type
`
ν
λ µ
˘
intertwining
operator Y of V lg such that
ΨY “ ϕ:νYpϕλ, sqϕµ. (2.14)
If, moreover, upλq P Lgpλq, and Ypϕλupλq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds for some r ě 0,
then Ypupλq, xq also satisfies r-th order energy bounds.
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Proof. By theorem 2.9, we can extend ϕλ (resp. ϕµ, ϕν) to an isometric V
l
g -module homo-
morphism φλ : Lgpλ, lq Ñ Wi (resp. φµ : Lgpµ, lq Ñ Wj , φν : Lgpν, lq ÑWk) with image pgwλ
(resp. pgwµ, pgwν). Define
Y0 : Lgpλ, lq b Lgpµ, lq Ñ Lgpν, lqtxu,
vpλq b vpµq ÞÑ Y0pvpλq, xqvpµq :“ φ:νYpφλvpλq, xqφµvpµq.
Then Y0 clearly satisfies the Jacobi identity (1.9) with the vertex operator of V
l
g . Note thatpgwλ,pgwµ,pgwν are graded subspaces of Wi,Wj ,Wk respectively. Let tLnu and tLgnu be the
Virasoro operators of V and V lg respectively. Then these subspaces are L0 invariant. By
the translation property (1.13) forY, for any vpλq P Lgpλ, lq,
φ:νL0φν ¨ Y0pvpλq, xq ´ Y0pvpλq, xq ¨ φ:µL0φµ “ Y0pφ:λL0φλvpλq, xq ` x
d
dx
Y0pvpλq, xq.
By lemma 2.10, the action of φ:λL0φλ´Lg0 (resp. φ:µL0φµ´Lg0, φ:νL0φν´Lg0) on Lgpλ, lq (resp.
Lgpµ, lq, Lgpν, lq) is a real constant. So we can easily find t P R such that the map
Y : Lgpλ, lq b Lgpµ, lq Ñ Lgpν, lqtxu,
vpλq b vpµq ÞÑ Ypvpλq, xqvpµq :“ xtY0pvpλq, xqvpµq
satisfies the translation property
rLg0,Ypvpλq, xqs “ YpLg0vpλq, xq ` x
d
dx
Ypvpλq, xq.
So Y is a type
`
ν
λ µ
˘
intertwining operator of V lg . One can easily check that ΨY “ Y, and
that for any homogeneous vpλq P Lgpλ, lq, Ypvpλq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds if
Ypφλvpλq, xq does.
In this article, compression principle is more often used in the following simpler form.
Corollary 2.13. Let V, g, l,Wi,Wj,Wk, wλ, wµ.wν be as in theorem 2.12. Identify pgwλ,pgwµ,pgwν
with Lgpλ, lq, Lgpµ, lq, Lgpν, lq respectively. If
dimHomgpλb µ, νq ď 1,
and there exists a type
`
k
i j
˘
intertwining operator Y of V , such that
xYpgwλ, xqgwµ|gwνy ‰ 0,
then
Nνλµ “ dimHomgpλb µ, νq “ 1,
where Nνλµ :“ dimV lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
is a fusion rule of V lg . Moreover, let u
pλq P gwλ, and suppose that
Ypupλq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds for some r ě 0. Then for any type ` ν
λ µ
˘
intertwining
operator Y of V lg , Ypupλq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds.
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As an application of compression principle, we now show that when the level l is
large, the fusion rules of V lg equal the corresponding tensor product rules of g, and the
energy bounds conditions for general intertwining operators can be deduced from those
for creation operators. To begin with, we choose λ, µ, ν P P`pgq admissible at level l. As
usual, we let θ be the highest root of g.
Proposition 2.14. Let a “ pλ|θq. Assume that pµ|θq ď l ´ a or pν|θq ď l ´ a. Then
Nνλµ “ dimHomgpλb µ, νq,
i.e., the map Ψ : V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘ Ñ Homgpλ b µ, νq is bijective. Let Yκpλq P Vag ` λλ 0˘ be the creation
operator of Lgpλ, aq. Choose upλq P Lgpλq. Assume, moreover, that there exists r ě 0, such that
Yκpλqpupλq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds. Then for any Yα P V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
, Yαpupλq, xq also
satisfies r-th order energy bounds.
Proof. Let b “ l ´ a. Suppose pµ|θq ď b. Choose nonzero T P Homgpλ b µ, νq. Since Lgpνq
is irreducible, TT ˚ “ c ¨ idLgpνq for some c ą 0. Assume, without loss of generality, that
c “ 1. So T ˚ : Lgpνq Ñ Lgpλq b Lgpµq is an isometry. Let V “ V ag b V bg , and choose unitary
V -modules
Wi “ Lgpλ, aq b Lgp0, bq, Wj “ Lgp0, aq b Lgpµ, bq, Wk “ Lgpλ, aq b Lgpµ, bq.
Let Yµ be the vertex operator of V
b
g on Lgpµ, bq. So Yµ P Vbg
`
µ
0 µ
˘
. Now it is clear that
Y :“ Yκpλq b Yµ
is a type
`
k
i j
˘
intertwining operator of V . Let vλ, vµ, vν be the highest weight vectors
of Lgpλq, Lgpµq, Lgpνq of unit length respectively. Choose an isometric g-module homo-
morphism ϕλ : Lgpλq Ñ Wi (resp. ϕµ : Lgpµq Ñ Wj) with image Lgpλq b Ω (resp.
Ω b Lgpµq) satisfying ϕλupλq “ upλq b Ω (resp. ϕµupµq “ Ω b upµq) for any upλq P Lgpλq
(resp. upµq P Lgpµq). Note that Lgpλq b Lgpµq is the lowest energy subspace ofWk. We ex-
tend T ˚ : Lgpνq Ñ Lgpλq b Lgpµq to ϕν : Lgpνq Ñ Wk. So ϕν is also an isometric g-module
homomorphism, and the image of ϕν has the lowest conformal weight (energy). It fol-
lows that ϕνvν is a highest weight vector of pg ñ Wk with highest weight ν. Now consider
the g-module homomorphism
ϕ:νYpϕλ,´1qϕµ : Lgpλq b Lgpµq Ñ Lgpνq.
For any upλq P Lgpλq, upµqLgpµq, we compute
ϕ:νYpϕλupλq,´1qϕµupµq “ϕ:νYpupλq b Ω,´1qpΩb upµqq “ ϕ:νpYκpλqpupλq,´1q b idqpΩb upµqq
“ϕ:νpupλq b upµqq “ T pupλq b upµqq.
Hence ϕ:νYpϕλ,´1qϕµ “ T . By theorem 2.12, there exists Yα P V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
satisfying ΨYα “ T ,
and if for a vector upλq P Lgpλq, Yκpλqpupλq, xqb id “ YpupλqbΩ, xq satisfies r-th order energy
bounds, then the same property holds for Yαpupλq, xq.
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Now suppose that pν|θq ď l´ a. Since pλ|θq “ pλ|θq “ a, we have Nµ
λν
“ dimHomgpλb
ν, µq. Therefore
Nνλµ “ Nµλν “ dimHomgpλb ν, µq “ dimHomgpλb µ, νq.
Since the conjugate intertwining operator Y
κpλqpCλupλq, xq of Yκpλqpupλq, xq clearly satisfies
r-th order energy bounds, by what we’ve proved above, Yα˚pCλupλq, xq satisfies r-th order
energy bounds for any Yα P V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
. By proposition 1.8, Yαpupλq, xq also satisfies r-th order
energy bounds.
The situation becomes more complicated when l is not so large, say, when pµ|θq ď l ď
pλ|θq`pµ|θq. In this case, the following technical lemma will be helpful. The reader might
temporarily skip this lemma, and return to it later.
Lemma 2.15. Let l P Zě0. Choose λ, µ, ν, ρ, µ1, ν1 P P`pgq admissible at level l, and choose
highest-weight vectors vµ1 P Lgpµ1q, vν1 P Lgpν1q. Set a “ maxtpλ|θq, pµ1|θq, pν1|θqu. Assume
that the weight spaces of Lgpλq have dimensions at most 1, that
a ď l, pρ|θq ď l ´ a, (2.15)
that dimVag
`
ν1
λ µ1
˘ “ 1, and that there exists r ě 0, such that for any Yσ P Vag ` ν1λ µ1˘ and upλq P
Lgpλq, Yσpupλq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds. If one of the three conditions stated below
holds, then Nνλµ :“ dimV lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘ “ 1, and for any Yα P Vag ` νλ µ˘ and upλq P Lgpλq, Yαpupλq, xq
satisfies r-th order energy bounds. The three conditions are:
(a) µ “ µ1 ` ρ and ν “ ν1 ` ρ.
(b) µ “ µ1 ` ρ, Lgpνq is equivalent to a submodule of Lgpν1q b Lgpρq, the weight spaces of Lgpν1q
have dimensions at most 1, and
T
`
Lgpλqrν ´ µs b vµ1
˘ ‰ 0 (2.16)
for any non-zero T P Homgpλb µ1, ν1q.
(c) ν “ ν1 ` ρ, Lgpµq is equivalent to a submodule of Lgpµ1q bLgpρq, the weight spaces of Lgpµ1q
have dimensions at most 1, and for any non-zero T P Homgpλ b µ1, ν1q, there exist upλqν´µ P
Lgpλqrν ´ µs, upµ1q P Lgpµ1q, such that
xT pupλqν´µ b upµ1qq|vν1y ‰ 0. (2.17)
Proof. Let b “ l ´ a. Then ρ is admissible at level b. Let V “ V ag b V bg , and choose unitary
V -modules
Wi “ Lgpλ, aq b Lgp0, bq, Wj “ Lgpµ1, aq b Lgpρ, bq, Wk “ Lgpν1, aq b Lgpρ, bq.
Choose any non-zero Yσ P Vag
`
ν1
λ µ1
˘
. Then
Y “ Yσ b Yρ
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is a type
`
k
i j
˘
intertwining operator of V . Consider the diagonal Lie subalgebra g Ă
V p1q “ g ‘ g. Then g has level l “ a ` b in V .
Let vλ and vρ be the highest weight vectors of Lgpλq and Lgpρq respectively. Let wλ “
vλ b Ω. Then wλ is a level l highest weight vector of pg ñ W with highest weight λ. Since
gwλ “ Lgpλq b Ω, Ypwpiq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds for any wpiq P gwλ. In the
following, we shall construct, for cases (a) and (b), highest weight vectors wµ, wν of the
level l pg-modulesWj ,Wk with highest weights µ, ν respectively, and show that
xYpgwλ, xqgwµ|gwνy ‰ 0. (2.18)
Then corollary 2.13 will imply the statement claimed in this proposition. Case (c) will
follow from case (b).
(a) Let wµ “ vµ1 b vρ and wν “ vν1 b vρ. Then these two vectors are highest weight
vectors with weights µ and ν respectively. Note that by propositions 1.16 and 2.11,
1 “ dimVag
ˆ
ν1
λ µ1
˙
ď dimHomgpλb µ1, ν1q ď dimLgpλqrν1 ´ µ1s “ dimLgpλqrν ´ µs ď 1.
So all the intermediate terms in the above inequality equal 1. We choose a non-zero vector
u
pλq
ν´µ P Lgpλqrν ´ µs. Then upλqν´µ b Ω P gwλ. Let ∆σ be the conformal weight of Yσ, and set
s “ ∆σ ´ 1. We compute
xYpupλqν´µ b Ω, sqwµ|wνy
“xYpupλqν´µ b Ω, sqpvµ1 b vρq|vν1 b vρy “ ‖vρ‖2xYσpupλqν´µ, sqvµ1 |vν1y,
which must be non-zero since the map Γ˝Ψ : Vag
`
ν1
λ µ1
˘Ñ Lgpλqrν1´µ1s˚ is injective. Thus
(2.18) follows.
(b) Condition (2.16) implies that Lgpλqrν ´ µs has positive dimension, which must be
one. We again let u
pλq
ν´µ be a non-zero vector of Lgpλqrν ´ µs. So upλqν´µ b Ω is inside gwλ.
Let wµ “ vµ1 b vρ be a µ-highest weight vector of pg ñ Wj . We now define wν . Since the
non-trivial weight spaces of Lgpν1q have dimension 1, dimHomgpν1bρ, νq “ 1. Thus, up to
scalar multiplication, there is a unique ν-highest weight vector of g ñ Lgpν1q b Lgpρq. We
let wν be such a vector. Identify Lgpν1q b Lgpρq as the lowest energy (conformal weight)
subspace ofWk. Then wν is a ν-highest weight vector of pg ñ Wk.
Since Yσ P Vag
`
ν1
λ µ1
˘
is non-zero, T “ ΨpYσq is a non-zero element in Homgpλ b µ1, ν1q.
Let again s “ ∆σ ´ 1. Then the vector
u
pν1q
ν´ρ :“ Yσpupλqν´µ, sqvµ1 (2.19)
is non-zero by condition (2.16). Clearly u
pν1q
ν´ρ is a weight vector of Lgpν1q with weight
ν´µ`µ1 “ ν´ρ. So upν1qν´ρ P Lgpν1qrν´ρs. Since the map Γ : Homgpν1bρ, νq Ñ Lgpν1qrν´ρs˚
is injective, we must have xupν1qν´ρ b vρ|wνy ‰ 0. We now compute
xYpupλqν´µ b Ω, sqwµ|wνy “ xYpupλqν´µ b Ω, sqpvµ1 b vρq|wνy
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“xYσpupλqν´µ, sqvµ1 b vρ|wνy “ xupν1qν´ρ b vρ|wνy ‰ 0.
Thus (2.18) is proved.
(c) Choose an arbitrary non-zero T P Homgpλ b µ1, ν1q. Then AdT P Homgpλ b ν1, µ1q,
and the condition that (2.17) holds for some u
pλq
ν´µ P Lgpλq, upµ1q P Lgpµ1q is equivalent to
AdT
`
Lgpλqrµ´ νs b vν1
˘ ‰ 0. (2.20)
Here we use the fact that Cλ ¨ Lgpλqrηs “ Lgpλqr´ηs for any η P h˚, which is easy to
check using the definition of dual representations, and we let in particular η be ν ´ µ.
Now, dimVag
`
µ1
λ ν1
˘ “ dimVag ` ν1λ µ1˘ “ 1. By proposition 1.8, Yσ˚pCλupλq, xq satisfies r-th
order energy bounds . Thus case (b) implies that Nµ
λν
“ 1, and for any Yα P Vag
`
ν
λ µ
˘
and
upλq P Lgpλq, Yα˚pCλupλq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds. Therefore, Nνλµ “ Nµλν “ 1
and, by proposition 1.8 again, Yαpupλq, xq satisfies r-th order energy bounds.
3 Type B
3.1 so2n`1 Ă so2n`2
Let n “ 2, 3, 4, . . . . so2n`2 is the unitary Lie algebra of skew-symmetric linear operators
on C2n`2. Likewise, elements in so2n`1 are skew-symmetric linear operators on C2n`1. Let
e1, e2, . . . , e2n`2 be the standard orthonormal basis of C2n`2. Regard C2n`1 as a subspace
of C2n`2 spanned by e1, . . . , e2n`1. For anyX P so2n`1, we extend it to a linear operator on
C2n`2 by setting Xe2n`2 “ 0. In this way, we embed so2n`1 as a unitary Lie subalgebra of
so2n`2.
For any i, j “ 1, 2, . . . , 2n ` 2, we choose Ei,j P EndpC2n`2q to satisfy Ei,jek “ δj,kei
(@k “ 1, 2, . . . , 2n ` 2), then for any X “ ř cijEi,j P EndpC2n`2q, X P so2n`2 if and only
if cij “ ´cji for all i, j “ 1, . . . , 2n ` 2. If X P so2n`2, then X P so2n`1 if and only if
ck,2n`2 “ c2n`2,k “ 0 for all k “ 1, . . . 2n ` 2.
Write g “ so2n`1 and p “ so2n`2 for simplicity. In this section, we collect some basic
facts about these two Lie algebras. First we choose Cartan subalgebras. See, for instance,
[FH91] for more details. For any i “ 1, . . . , n` 1, we let
Si “ ´iE2i`1,2i`2 ` iE2i`2,2i`1.
Here i is the imaginary number
?´1, not to be confused with the index i. Let t “
SpanCtS1, . . . , Sn`1u, and h “ SpanCtS1, . . . , Snu. Then t is a Cartan subalgebra of p, and
h is a Cartan subalgebra of g, which is a unitary Lie subalgebra of t at the same time. Let
tθ1, . . . , θn`1u be the dual basis of tS1, . . . , Sn`1u, i.e., for any i, j “ 1, . . . , n ` 1, θi P t˚
satisfies xθi, Sjy “ δij . Let ϑi, . . . , ϑn be respectively the restrictions of θ1, . . . , θn on h. Then
tϑi, . . . , ϑnu is a basis of h˚, which is the dual basis of tS1, . . . , Snu Ă h. Clearly the restric-
tion of θn`1 on h is 0.
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We also introduce the relation Á between real numbers to simplify our discussion.
Given a, b P R, we say b Á a if b´ a P t0, 1, 2, . . . u.
Facts about p “ so2n`2
Simple roots: θ1 ´ θ2, θ2 ´ θ3, . . . , θn´1 ´ θn, θn ˘ θn`1.
Roots: ˘θi ˘ θj (i ‰ j).
p`: matrices whose non-zero entries are above the diagonal 2ˆ 2 blocks S1, . . . , Sn`1.
Fundamental weights:
θ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` θi pi “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1q,
ς` “ 1
2
pθ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` θn ` θn`1q,
ς´ “ 1
2
pθ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` θn ´ θn`1q.
Dominant integral weights: λ “ f1θ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fn`1θn`1, where
f1 Á ¨ ¨ ¨ Á fn Á |fn`1| Á 0 psingle-valuedq, (3.1)
or f1 Á ¨ ¨ ¨ Á fn Á |fn`1| Á 1
2
pdouble-valuedq. (3.2)
Highest root: θ1 ` θ2.
The normalized invariant inner product satisfies pSi|Sjq “ pθi|θjq “ δi,j .
Weights of Lppθ1q: ˘θ1, . . . ,˘θn,˘θn`1.
Weights of Lppς˘q:
p´1qσ1θ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qσn`1θn`1
2
pσ1, . . . , σn`1 P Zq,
σ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` σn`1 P
"
2Z for ς`
2Z` 1 for ς´.
The weight spaces of Lppθ1q, Lppς`q, and Lppς´q have dimensions at most 1.
Facts about g “ so2n`1
Simple roots: ϑ1 ´ ϑ2, ϑ2 ´ ϑ3, . . . , ϑn´1 ´ ϑn, ϑn.
Roots: ˘ϑi ˘ ϑj (i ‰ j), ˘ϑi.
g` “ p` X g.
Fundamental weights:
ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ϑi pi “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1q,
ς “ 1
2
pϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ϑnq.
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Dominant integral weights: λ “ f1ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fnϑn, where
f1 Á ¨ ¨ ¨ Á fn Á 0 psingle-valuedq, (3.3)
or f1 Á ¨ ¨ ¨ Á fn Á 1
2
pdouble-valuedq. (3.4)
Highest root: ϑ1 ` ϑ2.
The normalized invariant inner product satisfies pSi|Sjq “ pϑi|ϑjq “ δi,j .
Weights of Lgpϑ1q: ˘ϑ1, . . . ,˘ϑn, 0.
Weights of Lgpςq:
p´1qσ1ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qσnϑn
2
pσ1, . . . , σn P Zq. (3.5)
The weight spaces of Lgpϑ1q and Lgpςq have dimensions at most 1.
It is clear that the Dynkin index of g Ă p is 1.
3.2 Main result
The dominant integral weights of p admissible at level 1 are θ1, ς`, ς´. Choose l “
1, 2, . . . . The following results were essentially proved in [TL04]. The case l “ 1 should be
proved using Frenkel-Kac construction and lattice VOAs, see corollary A.7. The higher
level cases can be reduced to the level 1 case using compression principle, see [TL04]
chapter VI sections 2 and 3.
Theorem 3.1. Let p “ so2n (n ě 3), and choose λ, µ, ν P P`ppq admissible at level l.
(a) If λ “ θ1 or ς˘, then the maps Ψ : V lp
`
ν
λ µ
˘ Ñ Homppλb µ, νq and Γ : Homppλb µ, νq Ñ
Lppλqrν ´ µs˚ are bijective.
(b) The V lp -modules Lppς`, lq and Lppς´, lq are generating (see definition 1.7).
(c) If λ “ ς˘, then any Yα P V lp
`
ν
λ µ
˘
is energy-bounded.
(d) If λ “ θ1, then for any Yα P V lp
`
ν
λ µ
˘
and upλq P Lppλq, Yαpupλq, xq satisfies 0-th order
energy bounds. In particular, Yα is energy-bounded.
Now we assume that λ, µ, ν are dominant integral weights of g admissible at level l,
and that λ “ ϑ1 or ς . Then the weight spaces of Lgpλq have dimensions at most 1. We shall
calculate the fusion rule Nνλµ “ dimV lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
, and establish the energy bounds condition
for type
`
ν
λ µ
˘
intertwining operators of V lg . Since N
ν
λµ ď dimLgpλqrν ´ µs ď 1, in order to
know when Nνλµ equals 1, we can assume that ν ´ µ is a weight of Lgpλq.
Case λ “ ς
First we assume that µ is single-valued. Then, since ν ´ µ is a weight of Lgpλq, which
can be written as (3.5), µmust be double-valued. Write
ν ´ µ “ 1
2
pp´1qσ1ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qσnϑnq,
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µ “ f1ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fnϑn,
ν “ g1ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gnϑn.
Then f1, . . . , fn satisfy (3.3), g1, . . . , gn satisfy (3.4), and gi “ fi`p´1qσi{2 (i “ 1, . . . , n). Let
rλ “ " ς` pif σ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` σn is evenq
ς´ pif σ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` σn is oddqrµ “ f1θ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fnθn,
rν “ g1θ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gnθn ` θn`1
2
.
Then by (3.1) and (3.2), rµ and rν are dominant integral weights of p, which are clearly
admissible at level l, and
rν ´ rµ “ 1
2
pp´1qσ1θ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qσnθn ` θn`1q
is a weight of Lpprλq. So by theorem 3.1-(a), dimV lp` rνrλ rµ˘ “ 1.
Choose a non-zero Y P V lp
` rνrλ rµ˘. Then Y is energy-bounded by theorem 3.1-(c). Let
wλ, wµ andwν be respectively highest weight vectors of p ñ Lpprλ, lq, Lpprµ, lq, Lpprν, lq. Then
they are also highest weight vectors of the action of pg on these vector spaces with weights
λ, µ, ν respectively. If we can show that
xYpgwλ, xqgwµ|gwνy ‰ 0, (3.6)
then by corollary 2.13, dimV lg
`
ν
λµ
˘ “ 1, and for any Y P V lg` νλ µ˘ and upλq P Lgpλq, Ypupλq, xq
is energy-bounded. Therefore, by theorems 1.11 and 1.24, Y is energy bounded.
To prove (3.6), we first choose a non-zero uprλq P Lpprλqrrν ´ rµs. Since the map
ΓΨ : V lp
` rνrλ rµ˘ Ñ Lpprλqrrν ´ rµs˚ is injective, we can choose a suitable s P R such that
xYpuprλq, sqwµ|wνy ‰ 0. Since we know all the possible weights of gwλ » Lgpςq, and since
each weigh space has dimension no greater than 1, we can easily compute that gwλ has
dimension 2n. But Lpprλq also has dimension 2n, which can be computed in a similar way.
Therefore gwλ “ Lpprλq, and hence uprλq P gwλ. Thus (3.6) is proved.
The case µ is double-valued (and hence ν is single-valued) can be treated in a similar
way. Finally, using the knowledge of fusion rules, one can easily check that Lgpς, lq is a
generating V lg -module.
Case λ “ ϑ1
As we have seen, our analysis of the case λ “ ς relies on the fact that the action p ñ
Lppς˘q, when restricted to g, is also irreducible and equivalent to Lgpςq. This is achieved by
a calculation of dimensions. However, we don’t have a similar result when λ “ ϑ1. Let vθ1
be a highest weight vector of p ñ Lppθ1q. Then vθ1 is a weight-ϑ1 highest weight vector of
g ñ Lppθ1q, and hence gvθ1 is equivalent to Lgpϑ1q. We have dim gvθ1 “ dimLgpϑ1q “ 2n`1,
and dimLppθ1q “ 2n`2. So gvθ1 is a proper subspace of Lppθ1q. We still have the following:
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Lemma 3.2. Identify gvθ1 with Lgpϑ1q.
(a) For any i “ 1, 2, . . . , n, we have Lgpϑ1qrϑis “ Lppθ1qrθis and Lgpϑ1qr´ϑis “ Lppθ1qr´θis.
(b) For any non-zero u0 P Lgpϑ1qr0s, there exist non-zero vectors u` P Lppθ1qrθn`1s and
u´ P Lppθ1qr´θn`1s, such that u0 “ u` ` u´.
Proof. It is clear that for any i “ 1, . . . , n, Lppθ1qrθis is the weight-ϑi subspace of g ñ Lppθ1q,
Lppθ1qr´θis is the weight-p´ϑiq subspace of g ñ Lppθ1q and Lppθ1qrθn`1s ‘Lppθ1qr´θn`1s is
the weight 0 subspace of g ñ Lppθ1q. Thus
Lgpϑ1qrϑis Ă Lppθ1qrθis, (3.7)
Lgpϑ1qr´ϑis Ă Lppθ1qr´θis, (3.8)
Lgpϑ1qr0s Ă Lppθ1qrθn`1s ‘ Lppθ1qr´θn`1s. (3.9)
Since both sides of (3.7) and (3.8) have dimension 1, we actually have Lgpϑ1qrϑis “
Lppθ1qrθis and Lgpϑ1qr´ϑis “ Lppθ1qr´θis.
Now identify Lppθ1q with the standard representation so2n`2 ñ C2n`2, and let
e1, . . . , e2n`2 be the standard orthonormal basis. Then it is clear that Lgpϑ1qr0s “ C ¨ e2n`1.
Clearly e2n`1 is not a weight vector of p ñ Lppθq. So
Lgpϑ1qr0s Ć Lppθ1qrθn`1s Y Lppθ1qr´θn`1s.
This proves (b).
We are now ready to compute fusion rules and prove the energy bounds condition.
Write µ “ řnj“1 fjϑj and ν “ řnj“1 gjϑj as usual. Let rλ “ θ1. In the following, we shall
either show that dimHomgpλ b µ, νq “ 0 (which indicates dimV lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘ “ 0), or chooserµ, rν P P`ppq admissible at level l, such that the restrictions of these weights to h˚ are
µ and ν, and that rν ´ rµ is a weight of Lppλq. Then we choose highest weight vectors
wλ, wµ, wν of p ñ Lpprλ, lq, Lpprµ, lq, Lpprν, lq respectively, which are also highest weight
vectors of pg ñ Lpprλ, lq, Lpprµ, lq, Lpprν, lq with highest weights λ, µ, ν respectively. Choose
a non-zero weight-pν ´ µq vector u of g ñ gwλ. Choose a non-zero Y P V lp
` rνrλ rν˘. We shall
show that xYpu, xqwµ|wνy ‰ 0. This will imply, by corollary 2.13 and theorem 3.1-(d),
that dimV lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘ “ 1, and that for any Y P V lg` νλ µ˘ and upλq P Lgpλq, Ypupλq, xq satisfies 0-th
order energy-bounds.
Subcase 1: ν ´ µ equals ϑi or ´ϑi (i “ 1, . . . , n), and µ is single-valued. Then, since
ν ´ µ is a weight of Lgpϑ1q, ν must also be single-valued. Set
rµ “ nÿ
j
fjθj , rν “ nÿ
j
gjθj .
Then rν ´ rµ equals θi or ´θi, which is a weight of Lppθ1q. If u P pgwλqrν ´ µs is non-zero,
then by lemma 3.2-(a), u P Lpprλqrrν ´ rµs. Therefore, as ΓΨ is injective, xYpu, xqwµ|wνy ‰ 0.
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Subcase 2: ν ´ µ equals ϑi or ´ϑi (i “ 1, . . . , n), and µ is double-valued. This subcase
can be treated in a similar way as we treat subcase 1, except that we let
rµ “ nÿ
j
fjθj ` 1
2
θn`1, rν “ nÿ
j
gjθj ` 1
2
θn`1.
Subcase 3: µ “ ν are single-valued, and fn “ gn ě 1. Set
rµ “ nÿ
j
fjθj , rν “ nÿ
j
gjθj ` θn`1 p“ rµ` θn`1q.
Choose a non-zero u P pgwλqrν ´ µs. Then by lemma 3.2-(b), there exist non-zero
u` P Lppθ1qrθn`1s and u´ P Lppθ1qr´θn`1s satisfying u0 “ u` ` u´. By injectivity of ΓΨ,
xYpu`, sqwµ|wνy ‰ 0 for some s P R. The vector Ypu´, sqwµ is a weight-prµ ´ θn`1q vector
of p ñ Lpprν, lq. So we must have xYpu´, sqwµ|wνy “ 0. Therefore xYpu, sqwµ|wνy ‰ 0.
Subcase 4: µ “ ν are double-valued. We can prove this by choosing
rµ “ nÿ
j
fjθj ´ 1
2
θn`1, rν “ nÿ
j
gjθj ` 1
2
θn`1.
and using a similar argument as in subcase 3.
Subcase 5: µ “ ν are single-valued, and fn “ gn “ 0. We know that α “ ϑn is a simple
root of g. Then nµ,α :“ 2pµ|ϑnq{pϑn|ϑnq “ 0, and hence
dimLgpλqrν ´ µ` pnµ,α ` 1qαs “ dimLgpϑ1qrϑns “ 1.
By corollary 1.18, dimHomgpλb µ, νq “ 0. Therefore dimV lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘ “ 0.
Now that we know the fusion rules, we can easily show that Lgpς, lq is generating.
Thus we’ve proved the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 3.3. Let g “ so2n`1 (n ě 2), and choose λ, µ, ν P P`pgq admissible at level l.
(a) If λ “ ϑ1 or ς , then Ψ : V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘Ñ Homgpλb µ, νq is bijective.
(b) If λ “ ς , then Γ : Homgpλ b µ, νq Ñ Lgpλqrν ´ µs˚ is bijective. If λ “ ϑ1, then Γ is
bijective if and only if pµ|ϑnq ą 0; otherwise dimHomgpλb µ, νq “ 0.
(c) Lgpς, lq is a generating V lg -module.
(d) If λ “ ς , then any Yα P V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
is energy-bounded.
(e) If λ “ ϑ1, then for any Yα P V lg
`
ν
λ µ
˘
and upλq P Lgpλq, Yαpupλq, xq satisfies 0-th order
energy bounds. In particular, Yα is energy-bounded.
4 Type C
4.1 sp2n Ă so4n
Choose n “ 2, 3, 4, . . . . Let In be the n ˆ n identity matrix, and let J2n “
ˆ
0 In
´In 0
˙
The complex symplectic Lie algebra sp2n is the unitary Lie subalgebra of gl2n “ EndpC2nq
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whose elements X P gl2n satisfy J2nX ` XtJ2n “ 0. Write X “
ˆ
A B
C D
˙
, where
A,B,C,D are n ˆ n matrices. Then X P sp2n if and only if D “ ´At, and B and C
are symmetric.
We first choose a Cartan subalgebra of g :“ sp2n. As in the last section, we let
e1, . . . , e2n be the standard orthonormal basis of C
2n. For any i, j “ 1, . . . , 2n, we define
Ei,j P EndpC2nq to satisfy Ei,jek “ δj,kei (@k “ 1, . . . , 2n). For any i “ 1, . . . , n, we let
Ti “ Ei,i ´ En`i,n`i. (4.1)
A cartan subalgebra can be chosen to be h “ SpanCtT1, . . . , Tnu. Choose a basis
tϑ1, . . . , ϑnu of h˚ to be the dual basis of tT1, . . . , Tnu.
As in the last chapter, given two real numbers a, b, we say b Á a if b´ a “ 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Facts about g “ sp2n
Simple roots: ϑ1 ´ ϑ2, ϑ2 ´ ϑ3, . . . , ϑn´1 ´ ϑn, 2ϑn.
Roots: ˘ϑi ˘ ϑj (i ‰ j), ˘2ϑi.
Positive roots: ϑi ˘ ϑj (i ă j), 2ϑi.
If α is a positive root, then the root space
gα “
"
CpEi,n`j ` Ej,n`iq pif α “ ϑi ` ϑj , 1 ď i, j ď nq
CpEi,j ´ En`j,n`iq pif α “ ϑi ´ ϑj , 1 ď i ă j ď nq
Fundamental weights: ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ϑi pi “ 1, 2, . . . , nq.
Dominant integral weights:
λ “ f1ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fnϑn pf1 Á ¨ ¨ ¨ Á fn Á 0q. (4.2)
Highest root: 2ϑ1.
The normalized invariant inner product satisfies pTi|Tjq “ 2δi,j , pϑi|ϑjq “ 12δi,j .
Weights of Lgpϑ1q: ˘ϑ1, . . . ,˘ϑn.
The weight spaces of Lgpϑ1q has dimensions at most 1.
Embedding sp2n Ă so4n
Note that Lgpϑ1q is equivalent to the standard representation g ñ C2n. We now con-
sider the representation Lgpϑ1q ‘ Lgpϑ1q. Equivalently, we consider the embedding
sp2n ãÑ EndpC4nq, X ÞÑ
ˆ
X 0
0 ´Xt
˙
. (4.3)
We now regard g as a unitary Lie subalgebra of EndpC4nq in this way. Then a 4n ˆ 4n
matrix X is an element of g if and only if
X “
¨
˚˝˚ A B 0 0C ´At 0 0
0 0 ´At ´C
0 0 ´B A
˛
‹‹‚,
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whereA,B,C,D are nˆnmatrices, andB,C are symmetric. Then (4.1) should be replaced
by
Ti “ Ei,i ´ En`i,n`i ´ E2n`i,2n`i ` E3n`i,3n`i p1 ď i ď nq. (4.4)
For a positive root α of g, the root space
gα “
"
CpEi,n`j ` Ej,n`i ´ E3n`i,2n`j ´ E3n`j,2n`iq pif α “ ϑi ` ϑj , 1 ď i, j ď nq
CpEi,j ´ En`j,n`i ´ E2n`j,2n`i ` E3n`i,3n`jq pif α “ ϑi ´ ϑj , 1 ď i ă j ď nq .
Set K4n “
ˆ
0 I2n
I2n 0
˙
, where I2n is the identity 2n ˆ 2n matrix. Let p be the unitary
Lie subalgebra of EndpC4nqwhose elements Y P EndpC4nq satisfyK4nY `Y tK4n “ 0. Then
p is ˚-isomorphic to so4n. Indeed, if we choose U “ 1?
2
ˆ
I2n I2n
iI2n ´iI2n
˙
, then U tU “ K4n.
The Lie algebra isomorphism can be defined as
pÑ so4n, Y ÞÑ UY U´1.
Since U is unitary, i.e., U˚ “ U´1, this isomorphism preserves the ˚-structures of p and
so4n, both defined by the adjoint of operators.
A 4n ˆ 4n matrix Y is an element in p if and only if Y “
ˆ
P Q
R ´P t
˙
, where P,Q,R
are 2n ˆ 2n matrices, and Q,R are skew-symmetric. Let e1, . . . , e4n be the standard or-
thonormal basis of C4n as usual, and define the 4nˆ 4nmatrix Ei,j (i ď i, j ď 4n) as usual.
For any 1 ď i ď 2nwe set
Si “ Ei,i ´ E2n`i,2n`i.
Then t “ SpanCtS1, . . . , S2nu is a Cartan subalgebra of p, and h Ă t. We let θ1, . . . , θ2n be
the dual basis of S1, . . . , S2n. Then for any 1 ď i ď n, the restrictions of θi, θn`i P t˚ to h are
ϑi,´ϑi respectively.
The facts about p described in section 3.1 also hold for θ1, . . . , θ2n. However, if
we choose simple roots of p as in section 3.1, then g` will no longer be a subset
of p`. So let us choose another set of simple roots instead, and consider rele-
vant facts below. This new set of simples roots is chosen with respect to the order
1, 2, . . . , n, 2n, 2n ´ 1, 2n´ 2, . . . , n ` 2, n ` 1, rather than the standard 1, 2, . . . , 2n consid-
ered in section 3.1.
Simple roots: θ1 ´ θ2, θ2 ´ θ3, . . . , θn´1 ´ θn, θn ´ θ2n, θ2n ´ θ2n´1, θ2n´1 ´ θ2n´2, . . . , θn`2 ´
θn`1, θn`2 ` θn`1.
Roots: ˘θi ˘ θj (i ‰ j).
Positive roots: θi ` θj for all 1 ď i ‰ j ď 2n; θi ´ θj ,´θn`i ` θn`j for all 1 ď i ă j ď n;
θi ´ θn`j for all 1 ď i, j ď n.
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If α is a positive root of p, then the root space
gα “
$’’&
’’%
CpEi,2n`j ´ Ej,2n`iq pif α “ θi ` θj , 1 ď i ‰ j ď 2nq
CpEi,j ´ E2n`j,2n`iq pif α “ θi ´ θj , 1 ď i ă j ď nq
CpEn`j,n`i ´ E3n`i,3n`jq pif α “ ´θn`i ` θn`j, 1 ď i ă j ď nq
CpEi,n`j ´ E3n`j,2n`iq pif α “ θi ´ θn`j , 1 ď i, j ď nq
. (4.5)
Non-zero dominant integral weights admissible at level 1:
θ1, ς˘ “ 1
2
ˆ
˘ θn`1 `
ÿ
i‰n`1
θi
˙
.
Highest root: θ1 ` θ2.
The normalized invariant inner product satisfies pSi|Sjq “ pθi|θjq “ δi,j .
Weights of Lppθ1q: ˘θ1, . . . ,˘θ2n.
Weights of Lppς˘q:
p´1qσ1θ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qσ2nθ2n
2
pσ1, . . . , σ2n P Zq,
σ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` σ2n P
"
2Z for ς`
2Z` 1 for ς´.
The weight spaces of Lppθ1q, Lppς`q, and Lppς´q have dimensions at most 1.
Using this information, one can check that g Ă p has Dynkin index 1, and that
g` Ăp` X
ˆ Kà
1ďi‰jď2n
pθi`θj
˙K
“
ˆ Kà
1ďiăjď2n
pθi´θj
˙
‘K
ˆ Kà
1ďiăjď2n
p´θn`i`θn`j
˙
‘K
ˆ Kà
1ďi,jď2n
pθi´θn`j
˙
. (4.6)
4.2 Main result
In this section, we show, for any µ, ν P P`pgq admissible at level l, that the fusion rule
Nνϑ1µ equals 1when ν´µ is a weight of Lgpϑ1q, and equals 0 otherwise. This will imply that
Lgpϑ1, lq is a generating V lg -module. We also prove the 0-th order energy bounds condition
for any Y P V lg
`
ν
ϑ1 µ
˘
. We first do this for level 1.
Level 1
Dominant integral weights of g admissible at level 1 are 0, ϑ1, ϑ1 ` ϑ2, . . . , ϑ1 ` ϑ2 `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` ϑn. Now assume µ, ν are among these weights. Since ΓΨ : V1g
`
ν
ϑ1 µ
˘Ñ Lgpϑ1qrν ´ µs˚
is injective, we can assume that ν ´ µ is a weight of Lgpϑ1q. So there exists k “ 1, . . . , n,
such that ν ´ µ “ ˘ϑk.
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Let us first assume that ν ´ µ “ ϑk. Then we must have
µ “ ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ϑk´1, ν “ ϑ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ϑk
(set µ “ 0 when k “ 1). Set
ςµ “ ς`, ςν “ ς´ pif k is oddq,
ςµ “ ς´, ςν “ ς` pif k is evenq.
We now choose highest weight vectors of g in Lppθ1, 1q, Lppςµ, 1q, Lppςν , 1q respectively.
Identify p ñ Lppθ1q with the standard representation p ñ C4n, and choose wϑ1 “ e3n`1.
One can easily check that wϑ1 is a ϑ1-highest weight vector of the level 1 representationpg ñ Lppθ1, 1q.
Let wµ (resp. wν) be a non-zero weight vector Lppςµq (resp. Lppςνq) with weight
ˆ nÿ
i“1
θi ´
n`k´1ÿ
i“n`1
θi `
2nÿ
i“n`k
θi
˙
{2
presp.
ˆ nÿ
i“1
θi ´
n`kÿ
i“n`1
θi `
2nÿ
i“n`k`1
θi
˙
{2q.
Now, using (4.6), we can check that wµ and wν are highest weight vectors of pg ñ
Lppςµ, 1q, Lppςν , 1q with highest weights µ and ν respectively. Suppose that we can prove
lemma 4.1, then, since e3n`k P Lppθ1qr´θn`ks, by the injectivity of Ψ, for any non-zero
Y P V1p
`
ςν
θ1 ςµ
˘
(which exists due to theorem 3.1-(a)), we have xYpe3n`k, xqwµ|wνy ‰ 0. Since
e3n`k P 0 ‘ C2n “ ge3n`1 “ gwϑ1 , we actually have xYpgwϑ1, xqwµ|wνy ‰ 0. Therefore,
by corollary 2.13 and theorem 3.1-(d), dimV1g
`
ν
ϑ1 µ
˘ “ 1, and for any Y P V1g` νϑ1 µ˘ and
upϑ1q P Lgpϑ1q, Ypupϑ1q, xq satisfies 0-th order energy bounds.
Lemma 4.1. For any non-zero T P Homppθ1b ςµ, ςνq, inequality xT pe3n`k b wµq|wνy ‰ 0 holds.
Proof. We write wk´1 “ wµ, wk “ wν , and prove
xT pe3n`k b wk´1q|wky ‰ 0 (4.7)
by induction on k. For any positive root α of p, we choose Eα, Fα, Hα as in (1.29). Now for
any i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1 we choose αi “ θn`i ` θn`i`1. Then, by (4.5),
Eαi P CpEn`i,3n`i`1 ´ En`i`1,3n`iq, (4.8)
Fαi P CpE3n`i`1,n`i ´ E3n`i,n`i`1q. (4.9)
Given a general k, we first show that inequality
xT pe3n`k´2 b wk´3q|wk´2y ‰ 0 (4.10)
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implies (4.7). Assume (4.10) is true. Then
xT pe3n`k b Fαk´2wk´3q|Fαk´1wk´2y “xT pEαk´1e3n`k b Fαk´2wk´3q|wk´2y
` xT pe3n`k b Eαk´1Fαk´2wk´3q|wk´2y. (4.11)
However, the weight of Eαk´1Fαk´2wk´3 is ¨ ¨ ¨` 32θn`k`¨ ¨ ¨ , which is not a weight of Lppς˘q.
Therefore, the second summand in equation (4.11) vanishes. Thus (4.11) equals
xT pEαk´1e3n`k b Fαk´2wk´3q|wk´2y “ ´ xT pFαk´2Eαk´1e3n`k b wk´3q|wk´2y
` xT pEαk´1e3n`k b wk´3q|Eαk´2wk´2y. (4.12)
Again, the weight of Eαk´2wk´2 is ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 32θn`k´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ . So the second summand of (4.12)
equals 0. By (4.8) and (4.9), there exists c P Czt0u such that Fαk´2Eαk´1e3n`k “ c ¨ e3n`k´2.
Therefore (4.11) equals the left hand side of (4.10) multiplied by ´c. So (4.11) is non-zero.
Since Fαk´2wk´3 and wk´1 have the same weight, they must be proportional. Similarly,
Fαk´1wk´2 and wk are proportional. Thus inequality (4.7) is proved.
Now, from what we have proved above, in order to finish the proof of this lemma, it
suffices to prove (4.7) when k “ 1, 2. If k “ 1, then wk´1 and wk are highest weight vectors
of Lppςµq “ Lppς`q and Lppςνq “ Lppς´q respectively. Then (4.7) follows from the injectivity
of Γ : Homppθ1 b ς`, ς´q Ñ Lppθ1qr´θn`1s˚. If k “ 2, then w1 is highest weight vector but
w2 is not. Choose a highest weight vector w0 of Lppςνq “ Lppς`q, Then, since Eα1w1 “ 0,
xT pe3n`2 b w1q|Fα1w0y “ xT pEα1e3n`2 b w1q|w0y. (4.13)
By (4.8), the right hand side of (4.13) equals xT pen`1 b w1q|w0y multiplied by a non-zero
complex number. Since the difference of the weights of w0 and w1 is ς` ´ ς´ “ θn`1,
which is the same as the weight of en`1, from the injectivity of Γ : Homppθ1 b ς´, ς`q Ñ
Lppθ1qrθn`1s˚, we find that xT pen`1 b w1q|w0y is non-zero. So (4.13) is also non-zero. Since
Fα1w0 and w2 have the same weight, they are proportional. Thus (4.7) is proved when
k “ 2.
The case ν ´ µ “ ´ϑk can be treated in a similar way. Alternatively, we first show
dimHomgpϑ1 b ϑ1, 0q “ 1 using corollary 1.18, which implies ϑ1 “ ϑ1 by corollary 1.15.
Then we use the result of case ν ´ µ “ ´ϑk to prove this case by applying theorem 1.8.
Level l
We assume ν ´ µ “ ϑk (k “ 1, . . . , n). The case ν ´ µ “ ´ϑk can be treated either
in a similar way, or by applying theorem 1.8. Write µ “ řni“1 fiϑi, ν “ řni“1 giϑi. Then
gk “ fk`1, and fi “ gi when i ‰ k. Let an “ fn, bn “ gn, and let ai “ fi´fi`1, bi “ gi´gi`1
for any i “ 1, . . . , n´1. Consider the fundamental weights λ1 “ ϑ1, λ2 “ ϑ1`ϑ2, . . . , λn “
ϑ1 ` ϑ2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ϑn. Then µ “
řn
i“1 aiλi, ν “
řn
i“1 biλi.
If 2 ď k ď n ´ 1, then bk´1 “ ak´1 ´ 1, bk “ ak ` 1, and bi “ ai for any i ‰ k ´ 1, k. Let
ρ “ pak´1 ´ 1qλk´1 `
ÿ
i‰k´1
aiλi, µ1 “ λk´1, ν1 “ λk.
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Then ρ, µ1, ν1 P P`pgq, µ1, ν1 are admissible at level 1, ρ is admissible at level l ´ 1, and
µ “ ρ` µ1, ν “ ρ` ν1. Thus, by the result of level 1 and lemma 2.15-(a), Nνϑ1µ “ 1, and for
any Y P V lg
`
ν
ϑ1 µ
˘
and upϑ1q P Lgpϑ1q, Ypupϑ1q, xq satisfies 0-th order energy bounds.
Now assume that k “ 1. Then b1 “ a1 ` 1, and bi “ ai for any i ‰ k ´ 1. By setting
ρ “ µ, µ1 “ 0, ν1 “ λ1 “ ϑ1, we again prove the desired result using lemma 2.15-(a). We
summarize the result of this chapter as follows:
Theorem 4.2. Let g “ sp2n (n ě 2), and choose µ, ν P P`pgq admissible at level l.
(a) The maps Ψ : V lg
`
ν
ϑ1 µ
˘ Ñ Homgpϑ1 b µ, νq and Γ : Homgpϑ1 b µ, νq Ñ Lgpϑ1qrν ´ µs˚
are bijective.
(b) Lgpϑ1q is a generating V lg -module.
(c) For any Y P V lg
`
ν
ϑ1 µ
˘
and upϑ1q P Lgpϑ1q, Ypupϑ1q, xq satisfies 0-th order energy bounds. In
particular, Y is energy-bounded.
Remark 4.3. Our arguments in this chapter also work pretty well for affine sln VOAs.
Indeed, one has a similar embedding sln Ă so2n with Dynkin index 1 defined by (4.3).
Then one can show, similarly, that any irreducible intertwining operator of V 1sln whose
charge space restricts to the standard representation Cn “ Lslnpϑ1q of sln is a compression
of an irreducible intertwining operator of V 1so2n whose charge space is Lso2npθ1, 1q, and
whose source and target spaces are Lso2npς˘, 1q. The higher level case can similarly be
reduced to the level 1 one using lemma 2.15-(a).
We remark that the method used in [Was98] for type A also works for our type C.
This method also uses essentially the index 1 embedding sln Ă so2n, but it uses free
fermions instead of the intertwining operators of affine V 1so2n . In fact, if we let F2n be
the 2n-dimensional free Fermion unitary vertex super algebra, whose even part is a uni-
tary VOA, then its weight 1 subspace F2np1q, as a unitary Lie algebra, is equivalent to
so2n, and the level of so2n in (the even part of) F2n is 1. Therefore, the level of sln in F2n is
also one. One can then realize the intertwining operators of V 1sln whose charge spaces are
Lslnpϑ1, 1q as compressions of the vertex operator of F2n, and thus proves the results for
V 1sln . This method can easily be adapted to sp2n Ă so4n Ă F4n to prove the results for V 1sp2n .
One thus sees that type A and type C are similar in many aspects. However, the lattice
VOA method works only for type A, but (clearly) not for type C.
For the reader’s convenience, we list the result for type A as follows.
Theorem 4.4 (cf.[Was98]). Let g “ sln (n ě 2), and choose µ, ν P P`pgq admissible at level l.
Let ϑ1 be the integral dominant weight of g so that Lgpϑ1q is the standard representation Cn of sln.
Then (a), (b), (c) of theorem 4.2 hold verbatim.
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5 Type G2
5.1 g2 Ă e8
Facts about g2
The root system of g2 is shown in figure 5.1. Among these roots, we choose α1, α2
to be a set of simple roots. Then ϑ1 and ϑ2 are the fundamental weights, and ϑ2 is the
highest root of g2. Let p¨|¨q be the normalized invariant inner product of g2. Then clearly
pϑ1|ϑ2q “ 1, and pϑ2|ϑ2q “ 2.
#2
#1
α1
α2 η
Figure 5.1. G2 root system
It is well known that Lg2pϑ1q has dimension 7, its weights are ˘ϑ1,˘η,˘α1, 0, and
for any weight the weight space has dimension 1. (Here η “ α2 ´ α1. See figure 5.1.)
We now determine, for any integral dominant weights µ, ν of g2, the tensor product rule
dimHomg2pϑ1bµ, νq. If this number is non-zero, then ν´µmust be one of the 7 weights of
Lg2pϑ1q. Write ν “ n1ϑ1`n2ϑ2 with n1, n2 P Zě0. Then, using corollary 1.18, one can show
that dimHomg2pϑ1 b µ, νq “ 1 if ν ´ µ P t˘ϑ1,˘η,˘α1u, or if µ “ ν and n1 ą 0; otherwise
dimHomg2pϑ1 b µ, νq “ 0. This result can be summarized by the tensor graph 5.2.
Graph 5.2 is read as follows. Dots represent dominant integral weights of g2. If two
dots represent µ, ν P P`pg2q, then a line segment connecting these two points means
dimHomg2pϑ1 b µ, νq “ dimHomg2pϑ1 b ν, µq “ 1. The equality of these two dimensions
stems from the fact that ϑ1 “ ϑ1, which is a consequence of dimHomg2pϑ1 b ϑ1, 0q “ 1 and
proposition 1.15. When two dots coincide, a line segment becomes a loop.
Embedding g2 ‘ f4 Ă e8
In [Dyn52], E.B.Dynkin gave a systematic treatment of maximal Lie subalgebras of a
simple Lie algebra. We will use the example g2 ‘ f4 Ă e8 to prove the energy bounds
conditions of intertwining operators of g2. Let us first review the construction of the
subalgebra g2 ‘ f4 given in [Dyn52] table 35.
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#1
#2
Figure 5.2. Lgpϑ1q tensor graph
Figure 5.3.
The simple roots ρ1, . . . , ρ8 of e8 and β1, . . . , β4 of f4 are chosen as in figure 5.3. We
choose raising operators P1 P pe8qρ1 , . . . , P8 P pe8qρ8 of unit length. Now, for any
i1, i2, . . . , in P t1, . . . , 8u, we write Pi1i2¨¨¨in “ rPi1 , rPi2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rPin´1, Pinsss. Set
A1 “ P234568543 ´ P234567854 ` P234567856, A2 “ P1, (5.1)
B1 “ P3 ` P7, B2 “ P4 ` P6, B3 “ P5, B4 “ P8. (5.2)
Theorem 5.1 ([Dyn52] theorem 13.1 and table 35). The unitary Lie subalgebra of e8 gener-
ated by A1, A2, B1, . . . , B4 is equivalent to g2 ‘ f4. It is a maximal unitary Lie subalgebra of e8.
Moreover, A1 P pg2qα1 , A2 P pg2qα2 , B1 P pf4qβ1, . . . , B4 P pf4qβ4 , and these elements are non-zero.
Note that a unitary Lie subalgebra generated by some elements is the Lie subalgebra
generated by these elements together with their adjoints.
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Irreducible decomposition of g2 ñ e8
Since g2 is a unitary Lie subalgebra of e8, the adjoint representation g2 ñ e8 (which is
the restriction of the adjoint representation e8 ñ e8 to g2) is a unitary representation of g2.
We now study the irreducible decomposition of this representation.
Lemma 5.2. The embedding g2 Ă e8 has Dynkin index 1
Proof. Let p¨|¨q be the normalized invariant inner product of e8. Recall that pP1|P1q “ 1. Let
H1 “ rP1, P ˚1 s. As pρ1|ρ1q “ 2, by (1.29), P1, P ˚1 , H1 satisfy the unitary sl2-relation. Since
A1 “ P1 and H1 “ rA1, A˚1s, by (1.29) and (1.32), there exists c P C of unit length, such
that cA1 “
?
2A1{p‖A1‖‖α2‖q “
?
2A1{‖α2‖. Compare the norms of both sides, we get
‖α2‖“
?
2, i.e., the longest roots of g2 has norm
?
2 under the normalized invariant inner
product of e8. Hence p¨|¨q restricts to the normalized invariant inner product of g2.
Lemma 5.3. Let p be a unitary simple Lie algebra, and g a unitary simple Lie subalgebra of p.
Assume that g Ă p has Dynkin index k. Consider the adjoint action of g on the orthogonal
complement gK “ p aK g. If vλ P gK is a highest weight vector of g ñ gK with highest weight λ,
then λ is admissible at level k.
Proof. The PER p ñ Lpp0, 1q restricts to a level k PER pg ñ Lpp0, 1q. Let Ω be the vacuum
vector of Lpp0, 1q. If we can show that vλp´1qΩ is a weight λ highest weight vector of this
PER, then pg ñ pgvλp´1qΩ is unitarily equivalent to pg ñ Lgpλ, kq, and hence λ is admissible
at level k.
Choose any X P g and n “ 1, 2, . . . . If n ą 1, then the conformal weight of
Xpnqvλp´1qΩ is negative, which immediately shows Xpnqvλp´1qΩ “ 0. In the case that
n “ 1, we compute
Xp1qvλp´1qΩ “ rXp1q, vλp´1qsΩ “ rX, vλsp0qΩ` pX|v˚λqΩ “ pvλ|X˚qΩ.
Since vλ P gK, the right hand side of the above equation vanishes. Therefore
Xp1qvλp´1qΩ “ 0.
Now let us assume X P g`. Then rX, vλs “ AdpXqvλ “ 0. Therefore
Xp0qvλp´1qΩ “ rXp0q, vλp´1qsΩ “ rX, vλsp´1qΩ “ 0.
Finally, if H P h where h is the Cartan subalgebra of g, then rH, vλs “ xλ,Hyvλ. Thus
Hp0qvλp´1qΩ “ rH, vλsp´1qΩ “ xλ,Hyvλp´1qΩ.
Our proof is finished.
Nowwe are ready to study the irreducible decomposition of g2 ñ e8. In the following,
we let p¨|¨q be the normalized invariant inner product of e8, which restricts to the normal-
ized invariant inner product of g2. Consider the orthogonal decomposition of unitary
g2-module:
e “ g2 ‘ f4 ‘ pg2 ‘ f4qK. (5.3)
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The adjoint action g2 ñ g2 is unitarily equivalent to g2 ñ Lg2pϑ2q. Since rg2, f4s “ 0,
the action g2 ñ f4 is trivial, i.e., it is an orthogonal direct sum of dim f4 “ 52 pieces of
irreducible trivial g2-modules.
It remains to study g2 ñ pg2‘ f4qK. We first show that this representation has no trivial
irreducible submodules. Let k “ tX P e8 : rg2, Xs “ 0u. Then
rg2, rk, kss “ rrg2, ks, ks ` rk, rg2, kss “ 0,
rg2, k˚s “ rk, g˚2s˚ “ rk, g2s˚ “ 0.
which shows that rk, ks Ă k and k˚ Ă k, i.e., k is a unitary Lie subalgebra of e8. Moreover,
since g2 is simple,
pg2|kq “ prg2, g2s|kq “ pg2|rg˚2 , ksq “ pg2|rg2, ksq “ 0.
Thus k is orthogonal to g2. Hence e8 contains a unitary Lie subalgebra g2 ‘ k. Obviously
f4 Ă k. Since g2 ‘ f4 is a maximal unitary Lie subalgebra of e8, f4 must equal k. Therefore,
for any v P pg2‘ f4qK, if g2 acts trivially on v (which is equivalent to saying that rg2, vs “ 0),
then v P k “ f4, which forces v to be 0. We conclude that g2 ñ pg2‘ f4qK has no irreducible
submodule equivalents to Lg2p0q “ C.
Now, by lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, any irreducible submodule of g2 ñ pg2 ‘ f4qK must be a
non-trivial irreducible g2-module whose highest weight is admissible at level 1. The only
choice of such weight is ϑ1. Therefore pg2 ‘ f4qK is equivalent to a direct sum of Lg2pϑ1q.
Using the dimensions of g2, f4, e8, and Lg2pϑ1q, one checks that the multiplicity of Lg2pϑ1q
in pg2 ‘ f4qK is p248´ 14´ 52q{7 “ 26. We conclude the following:
Theorem 5.4. The adjoint representation g2 ñ e8 has the irreducible decomposition
e8 » 52C‘ 26Lg2pϑ1q ‘ Lg2pϑ2q. (5.4)
Moreover, we have the following identifications:
52C “ f4, 26Lg2pϑ1q “ pg2 ‘ f4qK, Lg2pϑ2q “ g2. (5.5)
5.2 Main result
In this section we set g “ g2 and p “ e8.
We first prove the energy bounds condition for the creation operator of Lgpϑ1, 1q.
Choose an arbitrary Y P V1g
`
ϑ1
ϑ1 0
˘
. We show that for any upϑ1q P Lgpϑ1q Ă Lgpϑ1, 1q,
Ypupϑ1q, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds. Let Yp be the vertex operator of V 1p rep-
resenting the vacuummodule. Then Yp P V1p
`
0
0 0
˘
. Let Ω be the vacuum vector of V 1p . Then
Ω is a 0-highest weight vector of pg ñ V 1p . Now, by theorem 5.4, we can choose a ϑ1-highest
weight vector vϑ1 of g ñ pg2‘ f4qK. Using the argument in the proof of lemma 5.3, one can
show that vϑ1p´1qΩ is a ϑ1-highest weight vector of pg ñ V 1p . Now the creation property
limxÑ0 Yppvϑ1p´1qΩ, xqΩ “ vϑ1p´1qΩ gives xYppvϑ1p´1qΩ, xqΩ|vϑ1p´1qΩy ‰ 0. By theorem
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1.24, for any u P gvϑ1p´1qΩ Ă V 1p p1q, Yppu, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds. Thus we
can prove the desired results using corollary 2.13.
We now fix an arbitrary l “ 1, 2, . . . . For any µ, ν P P`pgq admissible at level l, we
shall show that dimV lg
`
ν
ϑ1 µ
˘ “ dimHomgpϑ1 b µ, νq, and that for any Y P V1g ` νϑ1 µ˘ and
upϑ1q P Lgpϑ1q, Ypupϑ1q, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds. Note that when pµ|ϑ2q ă l or
pν|ϑ2q ă l, this result follows from proposition 2.14 and the energy bounds condition for
level 1 creation operators. Therefore we may well assume that pµ|ϑ2q “ pν|ϑ2q “ l. This
means that on the tensor graph 5.2 µ and ν has the same height l (if we assume that the
height of ϑ1 is 1).
Now we assume that dimHomgpϑ1 b µ, νq “ 1. Then on the tensor graph, µ and ν are
connected by either a horizontal line segment or a loop. (In the later case µ “ ν.) Using
the tensor graph, it is not hard to find a P Zą0 and ρ, µ1, ν1 P P`pgq, such that a ď l, ρ is
admissible at level l ´ a, µ1, ν1 are admissible at level a, µ “ ρ ` µ1, ν “ ρ ` ν1, and one
of the following three cases holds: (a) a “ 1, µ1 “ ν1 “ ϑ1; (b) a “ 2, µ1 “ 2ϑ1, ν1 “ ϑ2;
(c) a “ 2, µ1 “ ϑ2, ν1 “ 2ϑ1. Therefore, to prove the result for intertwining operators of
general types, it suffices, by lemma 2.15-(a), to prove this result in the following three
special cases:
(I) l “ 1, µ “ ν “ ϑ1.
(II) l “ 2, µ “ 2ϑ1, ν “ ϑ2.
(III) l “ 2, µ “ ϑ2, ν “ 2ϑ1.
Since ϑ1 “ ϑ1, case (III) will follow from case (II) and proposition 1.8. Thus we only need
to prove cases (I) and (II).
Case (I)
To prove this case we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. There exsit ϑ1-highest weight vectors v
1
ϑ1
, v2ϑ1, v
3
ϑ1
P pg2 ‘ f4qK satisfying
prg2v1ϑ1 , g2v2ϑ1s|g2v3ϑ1q ‰ 0.
Proof. LetM “ pg2‘f4qK. Recall that the raising operators P1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , P8 of e8 have unit length.
Choose X “ P2, Y “ P4 ´ P6 P e8. Then rX, Y s “ P24 ´ P26. By comparing them with (5.1)
and (5.2), one can easily check that X, Y, rX, Y s P M . This proves rM,Ms XM ‰ 0, and
hence prM,Ms|Mq ‰ 0. By theorem 5.4, the representation g2 ñ M has the orthogonal
irreducible decompositionM “À26i“1Mi, where eachMi is unitarily equivalent to Lg2pϑ1q.
So there exist i, j, k “ 1, . . . , 26 such that prMi,Mjs|Mkq. Choose highest weight vectors
v1ϑ1 , v
2
ϑ1
, v3ϑ1 ofMi,Mj ,Mk respectively. Then prg2v1ϑ1 , g2v2ϑ1s|g2v3ϑ1q ‰ 0.
Let again Yp be the vertex operator for the vacuummodule of V
l
p . Choose v
1
ϑ1
, v2ϑ1, v
3
ϑ1
P
pg2‘ f4qK as in lemma 5.5. From the proof of lemma 5.3, v1ϑ1p´1qΩ, v2ϑ1p´1qΩ, v3ϑ1p´1qΩ are
level 1 ϑ1-highest weight vectors of pg ñ V 1p . Since gv1ϑ1p´1qΩ Ă V 1p p1q, by theorem 1.24,
Yppu, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds for any u P gv1ϑ1p´1qΩ. By lemma 5.5, we can
choose u1 P gv1ϑ1 , u2 P gv2ϑ1 , u3 P gv3ϑ1 satisfying pru1, u2s|u3q ‰ 0. Hence
xY pu1p´1qΩ, 0qu2p´1qΩ|u3p´1qΩy “ xu1p0qu2p´1qΩ|u3p´1qΩy
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“xru1p0q, u2p´1qsΩ|u3p´1qΩy “ xru1, u2sp´1qΩ|u3p´1qΩy “ xu3p´1q˚ru1, u2sp´1qΩ|Ωy
“xu˚
3
p1qru1, u2sp´1qΩ|Ωy “ xru˚3, ru1, u2ssp0qΩ|Ωy ` pu˚3 |ru1, u2s˚qxidΩ|Ωy
“pru1, u2s|u3q ‰ 0.
We can therefore use corollary 2.13 to prove the desired result.
Case (II)
To prove this case we also need a lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Choose a non-zero T P Homg2pϑ1 b ϑ1, ϑ1q. Let u1 be a non-zero element in
Lg2pϑ1qr´α1s, and let u2 P Lg2pϑ1qrϑ1s be a highest weight vector of Lg2pϑ1q. Then T pu1b u2q ‰
0.
Proof. Our notation is as in theorem 5.1, where A1 is a non-zero element in pg2qα1 . Then
A1u2 “ 0. By analyzing the sl2-module Lg2pϑ1qrα1s ‘ Lg2pϑ1qr0s ‘ Lg2pϑ1qr´α1s, it is easy
to see that A1u1 ‰ 0. Therefore
xT pu1 b u2q|A˚1u2y “ ´xT pA1u1 b u2|u2qy. (5.6)
Now A1u1 is a non-zero element in Lg2pϑ1qr0s. Hence, by the injectivity of Γ : Homg2pϑ1 b
ϑ1, ϑ1q Ñ Lg2pϑ1qr0s, the right hand side of equation (5.6) is non-zero. Therefore T pu1 b
u2q ‰ 0.
Now for case (II), we let a “ 1, ρ “ ϑ1, µ1 “ ν1 “ ϑ1. Then µ “ ρ ` µ1, Lgpνq Ă
Lgpρq b Lgpν1q. By lemma 5.6, condition (2.16) is satisfied. By case (I), dimVag
`
ν1
ϑ1 µ1
˘ “
dimV1g
`
ϑ1
ϑ1 ϑ1
˘ “ 1, and for any Y P Vag ` ν1ϑ1 µ1˘ and u P Lgpϑ1q, Ypu, xq satisfies 1-st order
energy bounds. Therefore case (II) can be proved using lemma 2.15-(b).
Now, since we know the fusion rules of Lgpϑ1q with another irreducible V lg -module,
we can deduce that Lgpϑ1, lq is generating. The main result of this chapter is thus proved.
Theorem 5.7. Let g “ g2, and choose µ, ν P P`pgq admissible at level l.
(a) The map Ψ : V lg
`
ν
ϑ1 µ
˘Ñ Homgpϑ1 b µ, νq is bijective. The dimension of these two isomor-
phic spaces can be read from figure 5.2.
(b) Lgpϑ1q is a generating V lg -module.
(c) For any Y P V lg
`
ν
ϑ1 µ
˘
and upϑ1q P Lgpϑ1q, Ypupϑ1q, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds. In
particular, Y is energy-bounded.
6 Concluding remarks
Assume that V is a unitary rational VOA whose representation category exists a mod-
ular tensor categorical structure in the sense of [Hua08]. We’ve defined, in [Gui19, Gui17],
a sesquilinear form Λ on each dual vector space of intertwining operators of V , which is
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automatically non-degenerate. To obtain a unitary tensor product theory, one needs to
prove the positivity of Λ. In those two papers, we gave two criteria on the positivity of
Λ, both concerning the energy-bounds condition for intertwining operators and vertex
operators. See conditions A and B in [Gui17] section 5.3.
Now let V be a unitary affine VOA V lg . If there exists a generating set F of irreducible
V lg -modules, such that any (irreducible) intertwining operator of V
l
g whose charge space
lies inside F is energy-bounded, then condition A is satisfied, and hence, by [Gui17] the-
orem 7.8, Λ is positive, and the modular tensor category is unitary. Now by the results
of [Was98] and [TL04], and by the main results we’ve obtained in this paper (see theo-
rems 3.1, 3.3, 4.2, 4.4, 5.7), V lg satisfies such requirement when g is of type A,B,C,D,G2.
Therefore we have
Theorem 6.1. Let g be a (unitary) complex simple Lie algebra of type A, B, C, D, or G2. Choose
l “ 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then on any dual vector space of intertwining operators of V lg , the sesquilinear
form Λ defined in [Gui17] section 6.2 is positive-definite. Moreover Λ induces a unitary structure
on the modular tensor category of V lg .
The remaining unsolved cases are type E and F4. Note that the type E level 1 cases
are known due to corollary A.7. The methods we have used for G2 in this article, in par-
ticular, the embedding g2 ` f4 Ă e8, might also be helpful in the F4 level 1 case. However,
the analysis might be more complicated due to the increase of the dimension. For type
E6, E7, F4, it is also possible, though much more complicated, to reduce the higher level
cases to the level 1 ones using compression principle. This method, however, does not
work for E8, as the representation theory of type E8 level 1 is trivial. The smallest non-
trivial situation for E8 is when the level equals 2, in which case there will be fusion rules
greater than 1. This phenomenon tremendously increases the difficulty of analysis, so one
needs to look for other methods to work with this case.
A Heisenberg and lattice VOAs
In this appendix chapter we discuss the energy-bounds conditions for the intertwining
operators of Heisenberg VOAs and even lattice VOAs.
Unitary Heisenberg VOAs
Let h be a unitary abelian Lie algebra of dimension n. In particular, an inner product
p¨|¨q and an anti-unitary involution ˚ is chosen. We let hR “ tX P h : X˚ “ ´Xu. The affine
Lie algebra ph is defined in much the same way as we define pgwhen g is simple. The irre-
ducible PER theory of ph is also similar to pg, except that for any λ P pihRq˚ and l ą 0, there
exists a unique (up to equivalence) unitary ph-module Lhpλ, lq, which is also isomorphic to
Lhpλ, 1q. So we can always assume that the level l “ 1. Similar to unitary affine VOAs,
there exists a unitary VOA structure V 1h on Lhp0, 1q of CFT type, and equation (1.48) gives
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the conformal vector of V 1h by setting h
_ “ 0 (and of course, l “ 1). V 1h is called the unitary
Heisenberg VOA associated associated to h. Any unitary irreducible V 1h -module can be
restricted to the unitary ph-module Lhpλ, 1q for some λ P pihRq˚. The conformal weight of
Lhpλ, 1q is pλ|λq{2. Conversely, for any λ P pihRq˚, the irreducible PER Lhpλ, 1q of ph can be
extended to a unitary V 1h -module. See [LL04] for more details. Unfortunately, there are
uncountably many irreducible V 1h -modules. So V
1
h is not a rational VOA.
The inner product on h identifies the dual space h˚ of h as the conjugate of h, which
in turn identifies the R-vector space ihR with its (real) dual space pihRq˚. We assume
this identification in the following. One of the most important problems in the theory of
Heisenberg VOAs and lattice VOAs was to determine the intertwining operators of V 1h ,
as well as their braid and fusion relations. This was mainly achieved in [DL93]. See also
[TZ11] for a brief exposition of this theory. The result can be summarized as below. For
any α, β, γ P ihR, if γ “ α ` β then the fusion rule Nγαβ “ dimV1h
`
γ
α β
˘ “ 1. Otherwise
N
γ
αβ “ 0. Intertwining operators of type
`
α`β
α β
˘
can be described as follows. First, we
fix for any λ P ihR a unital highest weight vector vλ in Lhpλ, 1q. We choose v0 to be the
vacuum vector Ω P V 1h “ Lhp0, 1q. Then for any µ P ihR, one can easily define a unitary
map cλ : Lhpµ, 1q Ñ Lhpλ` µ, 1q such that
cλ ¨X1p´n1q ¨ ¨ ¨Xkp´nkqvµ “ X1p´n1q ¨ ¨ ¨Xkp´nkqvλ`µ (A.1)
for any X1, . . . , Xk P h, n1, . . . , nk P Zą0. It follows that rXpnq, cλs “ δn,0pX|λqcλ for any
X P h and n P Z. We also have vλ “ cλΩ. Let xλp0q be an operator-valued formal series
of x, so that xλp0q “ xpλ|µq ¨ id when acting on Lhpµ, 1q. We also defined operator-valued
formal power series
E˘pλ, xq “ expp¯
ÿ
nPZą0
λp˘nq
n
x¯nq (A.2)
acting on each Lhpµ, 1q. Then a standard (non-zero) type
`
α`β
α β
˘
intertwining operator Yα`βα,β
can be defined to be
Yα`βα,β pcαu, xq “ cαE´pα, xqY pu, xqE`pα, xqxαp0q, (A.3)
where u P Lhp0, 1q “ V 1h , and Y pu, xq is the vertex operator of V 1h . To simplify our nota-
tions, we let Yαpcαu, xq act on any Lhpµ, 1q (where µ P ihR) to be Yα`µα,µ pcαu, xq. Now we can
let x be a complex variable z in Cˆ “ Czt0u. Then Yαpcαu, zq is a multivalued function of
z depending on its argument arg z. The following fusion and braid relations are due to
[DL93] theorem 5.1.
Theorem A.1. Choose α, β, γ P ihR, u, v P V 1h , z1, z2 P Cˆ “ Czt0u. Then the following fusion
and braid relations hold when acting on Lhpγ, 1q.
(a) If 0 ă |z1 ´ z2| ă |z2| ă |z1| and arg z1 “ arg z2 “ argpz1 ´ z2q, then
Yαpcαu, z1qYβpcβv, z2q “ Yα`β
`
Yαpcαu, z1 ´ z2qcβv, z2
˘
. (A.4)
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(b) If |z1| “ |z2| “ 1 and arg z2 ă arg z1 ă arg z2 ` 2π, then
Yαpcαu, z1qYβpcβv, z2q “ eipipα|βqYβpcβv, z2qYαpcαu, z1q, (A.5)
where the left hand side is defined by first replacing z1 with rz1 where r ą 1, then taking the
product of the two intertwining operators, and finally letting r Ñ 1; the right hand side is defined
similarly, except that we replace z2 with rz2.
We now discuss adjoint intertwining operators. First, let Θ be the PCT operator of
V 1h . For any α P ihR we define an anti-unitary map ´ : Lhpα, 1q Ñ Lhp´α, 1q satisfying
cαu “ c´αΘu for any u P V 1h . So more explicitly, for any X1, . . . , Xk P h, n1, . . . , nk P Z we
have
X1pn1q ¨ ¨ ¨Xkpnkqvα “ p´1qkX˚1 pn1q ¨ ¨ ¨X˚k pnkqv´α. (A.6)
It is easy to check that ´ induces a unitary V 1h -module equivalence between Lhp´α, 1q
and the contragredient module Lhpα, 1q of Lhpα, 1q. Now one can easily compute that the
adjoint intertwining operator pYα`βα,β q: of Yα`βα,β is6
pYα`βα,β q: “ eipi¨
pα|αq
2 Yβ´α,α`β. (A.7)
Theorem 1.24 clearly holds with g replaced by h, i.e., for any λ P ihR, Lhpλ, 1q is energy-
bounded, and for anyX P h, YλpXp´1qΩ, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds. The energy
bounds condition of intertwining operators was established in [TL04].
Theorem A.2. Choose any α, β P ihR.
(a) If pα|αq ď 1, then YαpcαΩ, xq satisfies 0-th order energy bounds.
(b) If pα|αq ď 2, then YαpcαΩ, xq satisfies 1-th order energy bounds.
(c) For general α and any u P V 1h , Yαpcαu, xq is energy-bounded.
The proof of this theorem can be sketched as follows. First, if pα|αq “ 1, the oper-
ator Yαpxq :“ E´pα, xqE`pα, xq and its adjoint satisfy free-fermion like anti-commuting
relation: Write Yαpxq “
ř
nPZ Yαpnqx´n, then
YαpnqYαpmq: ` Yαpm´ 1q:Yαpn´ 1q “ δn,m.
From this we can deduce the 0-th order energy bounds. See [TL04] chapter VI proposition
1.2.1 for more details.7 (Note that it doesn’t matter which Lhpµ, 1q the operator Yαpxq is
acting on, since Yαpxq commutes with the unitary operator cβ for any β P ihR.) If pα|αq “ 2,
then a similar argument shows that Yαpxq and its adjoint satisfy an affine-Lie-algebra like
6An easy way to see this relation is to verify it for the vector vα “ cαΩ. This is sufficient since pYα`βα,β q:
must be a type
`
β
´α α`β
˘
intertwining operator, which is therefore proportional to Yβ´α,α`β .
7Another way to see this is to note that the lattice vertex superalgebra for the integral lattice Z is the
1-dimensional free fermion vertex superalgebra. Likewise, when pα|αq “ 2, one has the 1-st order energy
bounds condition since the lattice VOA for
?
2Z is equivalent to the affine VOA V 1sl2 .
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relation. So the 1-st order energy bounds can be established using a similar argument as
in theorem 1.24. Now suppose that pα|αq ă 1 or ă 2. Identify h with h ‘ 0 in h1 “ h ‘ h.
Now choose β P 0 ‘ ihR so that pβ|βq ` pα|αq “ 1 or 2, and let γ “ α ` β P ih1R. Then
pγ|γq “ 1 or 2, and Yγpxq “ YαpxqbYβpxq. Then the 0-th order or 1-st order energy bounds
condition of Yαpxq follows from that of Yγpxq. Thus (a) and (b) are proved.8 Note that
conversely, if we know the energy-bounds condition of Yαpxq and Yβpxq, then we can also
easily know the energy bounds condition of Yγpxq. Thus by induction and (a), one can
easily prove (c) when u “ Ω, and hence for any u due to proposition 1.11. Hence this
theorem is proved.
Even lattice VOAs
In some sense, the relation between lattice VOAs and Heisenberg VOAs is similar to
that between simple Lie algebras and their Cartan subalgebras. Let us choose a non-
degenerate even lattice Λ in ihR. Here “non-degenerate” means that the rank of Λ equals
the dimension of ihR, and “even” means that pα|αq P 2Z for any α P Λ. In particular
pΛ|Λq Ă Z. The reason we require evenness is to ensure that the conformal weights of
V 1h -modules are integers.
We now extend the action of V 1h on VΛ “
À
αPΛ Lhpα, 1q to a VOA structure. The
vacuum vector and the conformal vector of VΛ equals those of Lhp0, 1q “ V 1h . For any
α P Λ and u P V 1h , we define the vertex operator Y Λpcαu, xq of VΛ to be
Y Λpcαu, xqwpµq “ ǫpα, µqYαpcαu, xqwpµq (A.8)
for any wpµq P Lhpµ, 1q where µ P Λ. Here ǫpα, µq P S1 Ă C will be determined shortly.
Y Λ satisfies translation property since each Yα does. So in order for VΛ to be a VOA,
the sufficient and necessary condition is that Y Λ satisfies creation property and Jacobi
identity. Creation property is equivalent to
ǫpα, 0q “ 1 p@α P Λq. (A.9)
The Jacobi identity on Y Λ is equivalent to the following associativity and commutativity
properties
Y Λpcαu, z1qY Λpcβv, z2q “ Y Λ
`
Y Λpcαu, z1 ´ z2qcβv, z2
˘
, (A.10)
Y Λpcαu, z1qY Λpcβv, z2q “ Y Λpcβv, z2qY Λpcαu, z1q, (A.11)
which are understood in a similar way as in theorem A. By the fusion relation (A.4),
equation (A.10) is equivalent to
ǫpα, β ` γqǫpβ, γq “ ǫpα, βqǫpα` β, γq p@α, βγ P Λq, (A.12)
8This tensor product trick is also due to [TL04] proposition VI.1.2.1.
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i.e., ǫ is a S1-valued cocycle on Λ. If we assume (A.12), then, by the braid relation A.5, the
commutativity (A.11) is equivalent to that
ǫpα, βq “ p´1qpα|βqǫpβ, αq. (A.13)
The existence of ǫ satisfying (A.9), (A.12), and (A.13) is guaranteed by the following well
known proposition (cf. [FLM89] proposition 5.2.3 or [Kac98] lemma 5.5):
Proposition A.3. If Λ » Zn, pA, ¨q is an abelian group, and ω : ΛˆΛÑ A satisfies ωpα`β, γq “
ωpα, γqωpβ, γq and ωpα, βq “ ωpβ, αq´1 for any α, β, γ, then there is a A-valued cocycle ǫ on Λ
such that ǫpα, βq “ ωpα, βqǫpβ, αq, i.e., the commutator of ǫ is ω. Moreover, if b : Λ ˆ Λ Ñ A is
a coboundary, i.e., bpα, βq “ fpαqfpβqfpα ` βq´1 for some function f : Λ Ñ A, then ǫ1 “ ǫb is
also a cocycle with commutant ω.
Hence, once such ǫ is chosen, we have a VOA VΛ with vertex operator Y
Λ. Define an
anti-unitary map ΘΛ : VΛ Ñ VΛ such that for any α P Λ, u P V 1h ,
ΘΛcαu “ p´1q
pα|αq
2 ǫp´α, αq´1cαu “ p´1q
pα|αq
2 ǫp´α, αq´1c´αΘu. (A.14)
Then using (A.9), (A.12), and (A.13), one can check that ΘΛ is an anti-automorphism.
Using relation (A.7), one arrives at the following (see also [DL14] theorem 4.12):
Theorem A.4. pVΛ, Y Λq is a unitary VOA of CFT type with PCT operator ΘΛ.
Note that if we choose f, b, ǫ1 as in proposition A.3, and assume that fp0q “ 1, then
the unitary VOA VΛ defined by ǫ is clearly equivalent to the one defined by ǫ
1, with the
unitary equivalence map defined by f .
Let Λ˝ be the dual lattice of Λ, i.e., the lattice in ihR generated by the dual basis of a
basis of Λ. So Λ Ă Λ˝, and we have quotient map r¨s : Λ˝ Ñ Λ˝{Λ, λ ÞÑ rλs. Choose
a cocycle ǫ on Λ˝ whose commutator ω satisfies ωpα, βq “ p´1qpα|βq for any α, β P Λ. As
above, we letWΛ˝ “
À
λPΛ˝ Lhpλ, 1q, and let V 1Λ act onWΛ˝ with vertex operator Y Λ defined
by (A.8) for any µ P Λ˝. Then, using a similar argument as above, one can show that VΛ˝
is a unitary VΛ-module. For any λ P Λ˝,Wrλs “
À
αPΛ Lhpλ ` α, 1q is clearly an irreducible
unitary VΛ-submodule ofWΛ˝ , and any irreducible unitary VΛ-module is of this form. (See
also [DL14] theorem 4.12.)
We now describe intertwining operators of VΛ. If λ0, µ0, ν0 P Λ˝, then any type
` rν0s
rλ0s rν0s
˘
intertwining operator of VΛ is clearly also an intertwining operator of V
1
h . From this we
can easily see that there are not type
` rν0s
rλ0s rµ0s
˘
intertwining operators when ν0´λ0´µ0 R Λ0.
Now we look at type
` rλ0`µ0s
rλ0s rµ0s
˘
intertwining operators. If Y P V` rλ0`µ0srλ0s rµ0s˘, then, since it is
an intertwining operator of V 1h , there exists κ : pλ0 `Λq ˆ pµ0 `Λq Ñ C satisfying that for
any λ P λ0 ` Λ, µ P µ0 ` Λ, wpµq P Lhpµ, 1q, v P V 1h ,
Ypcλv, xqwpµq “ κpλ, µqYλpcαv, xqwpµq. (A.15)
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Y should satisfy Jacobi identity, which says that for any α P Λ, u P V 1h ,
Y Λpcαu, z1qYpcλv, z2q “ Y
`
Y Λpcαu, z1 ´ z2qcλv, z2
˘
, (A.16)
Y Λpcαu, z1qYpcλv, z2q “ Ypcλv, z2qY Λpcαu, z1q. (A.17)
By the fusion and braid relations (A.4), (A.5), these two relations are equivalent to the
condition that for any α P Λ, λ P λ0 ` Λ, µ P µ0 ` Λ,
ǫpα, λ` µqκpλ, µq “ ǫpα, λqκpα ` λ, µq “ p´1qpα|λqκpλ, α` µqǫpα, µq. (A.18)
From this it is easy to see that the value of κ is uniquely determined by κpλ0, µ0q. Hence the
dimension of V
` rλ0`µ0s
rλ0s rµ0s
˘
is at most 1. Conversely, if we define, for any λ P λ0`Λ, µ P µ0`Λ,
κpλ, µq “ ǫpλ, µqωpµ´ µ0, λqeipipµ´µ0|λq (A.19)
(cf. [TL04] chapter V equation (5.3.1)), then κ satisfies condition (A.18). Hence Y satisfies
Jacobi identity. Since Y clearly satisfies translation property as it is an intertwining oper-
ator of V 1h , Y is a non-zero type type
` rλ0`µ0s
rλ0s rµ0s
˘
intertwining operator of VΛ. We arrive at
the following theorem proved in [DL93] proposition 12.2:
Theorem A.5. Choose λ0, µ0, ν0 P Λ˝. If ν0 ´ λ0 ´ µ0 P Λ, then the fusion rule N rν0srλ0srµ0s “ 1,
and a non-zero type
` rν0s
rλ0s rµ0s
˘
intertwining operator of VΛ can be defined such that for any λ P
λ0 ` Λ, µ P µ0 ` Λ, wpµq P Lhpµ, 1q, v P V 1h ,
Ypcλv, xqwpµq “ ǫpλ, µqωpµ´ µ0, λqeipipµ´µ0|λqYλpcλv, xqwpµq. (A.20)
If ν0 ´ λ0 ´ µ0 R Λ, then N rν0srλ0srµ0s “ 0.
This theorem, together with theorem A.2, immediately implies
Theorem A.6. Let λ0 P Λ˝, and Y an intertwining operator of VΛ with charge spaceWrλ0s, then
Y is energy-bounded. Moreover, for any λ P λ0`Λ,YpcλΩ, xq satisfies 0-th order energy-bounds
when pλ|λq ď 1, and satisfies 1-st order energy-bounds when pλ|λq ď 2.
Corollary A.7 (cf.[TL04]). Let g be a complex unitary simple Lie algebra of type A,D, or E.
The inner product on g as well as on its Cartan subalgebra h is chosen such that the length of the
roots of g are
?
2. Let Λ be the root lattice of g, and choose dominant integral weights λ, µ, ν of g
admissible at level 1. If ν ´ λ ´ µ P Λ, then dimV1g
`
ν
λ µ
˘ “ 1, and any type ` ν
λ µ
˘
intertwining
operator of V 1g is energy bounded. Moreover, let d be the distance between 0 and λ ` Λ. Choose
any Y P V1g
`
ν
λ µ
˘
, upλq P Lgpλq. If d2 ď 1 then Ypupλq, xq satisfies 0-th order energy bounds. If
d2 ď 2 then Ypupλq, xq satisfies 1-th order energy bounds.
If, however, ν ´ λ´ µ R Λ, then dimV1g
`
ν
λ µ
˘ “ 0.
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